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DISCLAIMER 

Material contained in this report is sole property of YALDRAM SECURITY SERVICES. 

Information contained in this document is informative in nature. Due care has been 

exercised to ensure accuracy of data. However, neither YALDRAM SECURITY SERVICES 

nor author should be held responsible for error or for any consequences arising from the 

use of information contained herein. Publication, distribution, reproduction and 

circulation of this material without written permission are prohibited.  
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Executive Summary 

During March 2018, the overall political environment was highly charged as the sitting 

government in Islamabad faced many challenges. The most pressing of these was the 

Chief Justice of Pakistan Mian Saqib Nisar put to rest all the speculations of judicial 

martial law in the country saying there's no provision of such measures in the 

Constitution. The CJP was addressing a ceremony in connection with Pakistan Day at the 

Cathedral Church Lahore. Awami Muslim League (AML) chief Sheikh Rasheed on 

Wednesday had stated that the biggest issue in the upcoming days will be the formation 

of a caretaker government and the whole nation is looking towards the judiciary. The CJP 

should certainly impose a 90-day ‘judicial martial law’, he demanded. 

Further, Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) leader Senator Sherry Rehman has assumed office 

of opposition leader in the Senate. Senator Sherry Rehman is the first female opposition 

leader in Senate and enjoys support of 34 senators. She is the 12th Opposition leader in 

the Upper House of the Parliament and seventh opposition leader from PPP. 

Disgruntled PML-N leader and former interior minister Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan has 

warned that ‘sharp tongue’ used by Maryam Nawaz was steering the party into a dead 

end. Chaudhry Nisar was reacting to Maryam Nawaz’s remarks she made and Nawaz 

Sharif’s poetry he recited. Nisar Ali Khan said, “I can reply in the same tone Maryam 

Nawaz was using, however, I still respect the Sharif family.” The former interior minister 

said he had been exercising patience over the past one year and trying not to react at a 

level that could harm the party. He went on to say that he had distanced himself from 

national politics and remained active in the politics of constituency, however, he was 

hurled with allegations from puppets he reserves the right to issue detailed clarification. 

Moreover, the 7th Meeting of the Pakistan-Russia Joint Working Group on Counter 

Terrorism was held at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The officials from both sides 

reaffirmed the commitment for enhancing bilateral cooperation for countering terrorism 

and agreed to cooperate at the United Nations and other international fora for 

eliminating terrorism, said a press release issued from foreign office on Wednesday. 

"There was broad agreement on the fact that terrorism was a common global threat which 

required cooperative efforts of the international community for effectively eradicating it," 

the statement said. The Pakistani officials briefed the Russian delegation about the major 

successes the country had achieved in eliminating the terrorism through kinetic actions 
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as well as implementation of the major anti-terrorism strategy known as National Action 

Plan on counter-terrorism, the statement said, adding the plan had resulted in significant 

improvement of Pakistan's security situation. While acknowledging country's unmatched 

sacrifices, the Russian delegation highly appreciated Pakistan's contribution to the global 

fight against terrorism. 

People welcomed the Nobel laureate who broke into tears after landing in her hometown. 

The 20-year-old Nobel laureate was comforted by her parents who were accompanying 

her during the visit. After flying by a helicopter to the northwestern region from 

Islamabad, she met with friends and family before visiting the all-boys Swat Cadet College 

Guli Bagh, some 15 kilometers (nine miles) outside of Mingora, the district´s main town. 

She looked happy on arrival at the school, where she is expected to speak with students 

before returning to Islamabad. 
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Risk Comparison: Statistics – March (2018) 

 

Risk Comparison: Graph – March (2018) 
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Political Situation  

CPEC in the long term 

It has been hard to keep track of progress on the much-heralded China-Pakistan 

Economic Corridor. Much of the fine print has evaded the public eye. Some concrete 

progress has now been made on paper as the CPEC Joint Cooperation Committee 

approved the CPEC Long-Term Plan. Despite the broad range of agreements, there are a 

number of key areas that remain complicated. No agreement has been managed regarding 

development projects and special economic zones. Moreover, the Chinese delegation has 

also warned that political instability in Pakistan could negatively impact how the project 

progresses. Key areas of dispute include the Hattar Industrial Estate in Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa, where the KP government itself seems to have different priorities. The 

broad scope of the agreements covers cooperation between Pakistan and China till 2030. 

Out of the $35 billion in investments in the energy sector, almost $27 billion of these are 

in implementation stage. In principle, it seems Pakistan is set to have surplus electricity 

production capacity within the next five years, but this is unlikely to translate into the end 

of the power crisis as the structural problems in the electricity sector remain. 

Although state officials have shared details on the agricultural part of the CPEC plan 

publically for the first time, details remain sketchy. A joint working group on agriculture 

has been formed. The aim seems to be to move out of low-value commodities so as to 

introduce technological advancements, including drip agriculture. This is an issue that is 

more complicated than it looks – and more detail should be provided before any serious 

comment can be made. Progress on the Gwadar Port’s development remains a priority 

with the PM Shahid Khaqan Abbasi already having inaugurating the Gwadar Eastbay 

Expressway. The Karachi Circular Railway project has been delayed, and the Daimer-

Basha dam has also not been included in the agreements. Nine special economic zones 

are included in the plan but this is another issue that requires that the terms of the 

agreements be made public. The agreement in principle to share the LTP publically has 

not been followed by a promise of a specific date for when it will be published in full. The 

Chinese foreign ministry has expressed its confidence in Pakistan’s ability to execute 

CPEC. Progress on CPEC has been slow, yes – but there has been progress. Promising as it 

all sounds, the one thing that will help everyone is more clarity on the initiative. 
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The other side of the story 

while grilling the chief secretary of Punjab over salaries being paid to managements 

companies formed by the Punjab government, the Supreme Court also took notice of 

salaries in the range of Rs1.2 million being paid to doctors employed by the Punjab Kidney 

and Liver Institute (when doctors in public hospitals are paid around Rs0.2 million). Led 

by Dr Saeed Akhtar and including folks like Dr Faisal Dar of Shifa International in the 

board, the PKLI is primarily meant to be a state-of-the-art kidney and liver transplant 

centre set up by public funds. 

This conversation isn’t about legalese or the SC’s jurisdiction to interfere in policy matters 

or the sustainability of a no-holds-barred, do-good approach driven by a suo-motu happy 

apex court, but about the incidental consequences of even the best-intentioned judicial 

forays into policy. We love zero-sum myopic conversations. Should we invest in research 

or higher education when 2.8 million kids are out of school? Should we set up new 

schools when the existing ones don’t teach much? Should we set up transplant centers 

when people are dying of dirty water? 

We don’t have a tradition of organisations voluntarily filing amicus briefs in cases 

involving public interest to make courts wiser while deciding questions affecting all of us. 

And in the SC’s inquisitorial suo-motu proceedings there is no one to present the 

alterative viewpoint. This creates a danger of judicial outcomes being shaped by the 

personal experiences and worldview of judges comprising the bench. So here are a few 

personal stories the court might wish to consider as it ponders over standardising doctors’ 

salaries. 

Nighat Tariq, mother of three, was 55 years old. She had been treated three times for 

Hepatitis C in various public and private hospitals in Faisalabad. Seeing that she wasn’t 

eating well, Nida, her youngest daughter and medical student, got an ultrasound done to 

discover on January 26 that her mother had a liver tumor. To get better healthcare and 

advanced labs done, the family came over to Shifa Islamabad and got workups done. Dr 

Faisal Dar, Pakistan’s leading liver transplant surgeon, oversaw the process. 

 Dr Dar advised, in consultation with other specialists, that given the cancerous tumor’s 

size, it would need to be removed through a radiotherapy procedure called TARE to 

enable the patient to then undergo liver transplant. No hospital in Pakistan has the 
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expertise to administer the procedure. India was the next best option. The family applied 

for a medical visa and saw the patient’s health deteriorate as it waited for India to make 

up its mind whether it would issue the visa or not. The wait lasted some five weeks. 

Even under international humanitarian law it is a settled principle that the wounded and 

the sick have a right to be cared for no matter whose side they are on. And here we are, 

two nuclear-armed neighbors, not at war but frozen in petty mindsets eager to do the 

meanest things to each other. One of India’s ‘visionary’ decisions under the Modi regime 

has been to sit on or refuse medical visas to really sick Pakistanis. That hurts us because 

our own visionaries have refused to invest in advanced medical treatments at home. 

Anyhow, with much prodding by the Indian High Commission in Islamabad, the visa 

finally turned up. Nighat reached Delhi along with her husband and daughter on March 9 

to be treated by Dr Subash Gupta (who has been an angel to Pakistanis in need of liver 

transplants, including my mother) and his colleagues. Turned out that the disease had 

progressed and it was too late for TARE (and a subsequent transplant). The family got 

back to Pakistan on March 23. Nighat passed away early morning March 27. At the 

moment all this mourning family has is what ifs. 

Back in 2010 my mother was suffering from Liver failure due to Hep C. At the time Dr Dar 

was finishing his fellowship in liver transplantation at Kings College London School of 

Medicine. He got us an appointment with his professor. But due to her fast deteriorating 

condition my mother couldn’t travel to the UK. Pakistan and India weren’t best friends 

back then either but the Indian High Commission stamped our visas over a weekend in 

December 2010. We reached India in time and with Dr Gupta’s excellent medical 

treatment, my mother got a second life. 

In 2012 she suffered liver rejection and had to be hospitalized due to her critical condition. 

Dr Gupta advised that moving her out of hospital in such condition could be fatal. By then 

Dr Dar had returned home and set up a liver transplant unit at Shifa. He along with the 

polite and skillful (but understated) Dr Atif Rana treated my mother for over a month and 

she finally came out of the woods. Initially due to Dr Gupta in Delhi and subsequently due 

to Dr Dar’s expertise and care in Islamabad, my mother has been able to live a full life 

post-transplant. What if Dr Dar had chosen to continue to work in London? What if he 

had joined a hospital that didn’t have the resources to set up a liver transplant center? 

What if the 0.2 million salary on offer at public hospitals and the work ethic had been 
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excruciating for a trained and skilled surgeon and he had chosen to return to UK after a 

few years of ‘public service’ in Pakistan? We didn’t have to deal with such ‘what-ifs’ in 

2012. But these what-ifs torture thousands of Pakistanis, like Nida. She must wonder 

whether her mom would be alive if a facility could administer TARE in Pakistan. 

Dr Dar is a one-man army. He has performed over 600 living-donor transplant surgeries 

since 2012 at the only sustainable and properly staffed liver transplant unit in Pakistan. 

Last year, he performed over 202 liver transplants. But he shakes his head if you tell him 

it’s a big achievement. He says that, given Pakistan’s Hepatitis and liver disease statistics, 

we need at least 5000 transplant surgeries each year. It was thus that he chose to assist 

PKLI in setting up a transplant unit in Lahore, subsidized by the state, to also treat those 

who can’t otherwise afford the expensive treatment. 

I don’t know Dr Saeed Athar. He might have a similar story in the area of kidney 

transplants. I do know Dr Abdul Nadir who also treated my mother for Hep C (with 

Sovaldi) when it mounted its return post-transplant. The treatment was new around the 

world and Dr Nadir had experience with administering it and being involved in related 

research in the US. We were lucky that he shuttled to Pakistan every few months to see 

patients and was hands-on in providing oversight even from the US. Dr Nadir has since 

moved back and now works at the PKLI. 

These are profiles of only two doctors one knows personally. There must be others. It was 

thus painful to read reporting of the SC’s proceedings last week that created a perception 

that public funds were being pilfered without care, with the case of 1.2 million salaries for 

PKLI doctors flagged as an example. Is a million-plus salary excessive for the likes of Dr 

Dar or Dr. Nadir, who with their training, skill and expertise can make a lot more 

anywhere in Pakistan and even more around the world? 

This isn’t an argument for paying doctors in public hospitals less. Incentives in public 

employment must be linked to skill, training and performance of employees. But why 

paint prospective centers of excellence in black? Can Shaukat Khanum Hospital (SKMCH) 

run on the same budget as a public hospital? Will it attract top talent if its salary structure 

is the same as that of a public hospital? Wouldn’t Pakistan be better off with more 

SKMCHs created by the state? Can professionals (doctors, lawyers, architects) be paid 

uniform compensation? 
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We are making it impossible for the best amongst us to associate with and assist the state 

in any way. Let’s hope the SC, driven by an urge to do-good by us, doesn’t inadvertently 

quell excellence by misconceived policy interventions. 

Beyond social mobilization 

Beyond presenting a sociological inquiry of suicide that needs to be researched further, 

my article produced an interesting debate on a sensitive social issue. It was not aimed at 

leveling an unfounded accusation on a specific social development initiative for increasing 

suicide rates. 

With a broader sociological perspective, it was, however, vital to highlight some critical 

facets of the development processes that have coincided with the phenomenon of rising 

suicide rates. As a development professional, I have found few people who firmly believe 

in critical reflection as one of the means of expanding the development discourse. 

Development professionals would be content with the immediate outcomes and some 

form of a causality of attribution to defend their own institutional domain of work. The 

irony is that we as development practitioners have turned into a bunch of apologists who 

can easily pin the blame for the failure of the institutions that we are associated with on 

others. 

The growing ambiguities of our role as agents of social transformation stem from our 

short-term, project-driven approaches of development. These approaches need critical 

assessment along with substantive intellectual recipes for course correction. Our validity 

claims of transformative change in transitional societies are contested ideas that must be 

explored further. 

People who are exposed to transformative processes in these fast-changing societies were 

jolted by the contradiction of a complex social reality and the mechanical solutions 

devised by copycat change-makers. 

“We are reminded [time and again] of our inferiority when we interact with…laptop-

laden, well-dressed professionals who get paid to [portray] us as poor,” says a farmer in a 

far-flung village of Hunza. “They preach [to] us with examples of [the] developed world 

and they tell us to be good entrepreneurs. But they themselves do not believe in what 

they say. If whatever they say is all true, why [do] they not act upon these ideas 

themselves? Why do they [even work if] they seem to be much better placed than a poor 
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farmer by [simply] being enterprising? They sell dreams to the poor and they earn a 

fortune. This is all [a] money-making business.” 

Something has gone terribly wrong with development professionals. We have failed to 

address the concerns of poor farmers due to our professional snobbery, technical 

knowledge and technological paraphernalia. We have lost empathy and passion as the 

development world has become too mechanical to be cognisant of the sensibilities of life 

beneath the jargonised world of professionalism. 

Mechanical solutions are the easiest means to establish value for money by reducing 

development to a set of technical tools of fund disbursement. Those who have adapted to 

this new reality have successfully climbed out of poverty but have lost their inner being, 

which was framed in a primitive context. 

This transformative adaptability was not a tactical matter, as many development thinkers 

would like us to believe. Instead, it was a painful process of disengaging with the meaning 

and imagination of a primordial experience. 

No region other than Hunza Valley can be a good case study of the convulsive transition, 

with unprecedented investment in human development that has taken place over the last 

three decades. Despite all the good intentions of this transformational investment, it 

turned out to be mechanical as it dismissed the primordial experiences of life as “an 

undesirable social order”. 

Lo and behold, we saw the emergence of grassroots modern village organisations that 

subsequently withered away as donor money started to shrink. The umbilical cord of the 

organic world of imagination was so deeply steeped in the primordial experience that the 

sudden rupture was inexplicable for many who experienced it. The world around young 

people was suddenly disrupted, exposing them to a world that left them with no choice 

other than to unthinkingly imitate an exotic worldview. 

The brave heroes of epics who tamed demons, witches and evil spirits were no longer the 

ideals of ambitious young men and women. This forms of traditional bravery and 

knighthood linked the brain and brawn as a single thread of pride and a motor of 

altruistic heroism. Organic altruistic heroism was replaced by emaciated, pale, physically 

weak and urbane car-laden men and women with strong minds. 
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This new sense of development through the self-propelling urbanised middle classes 

narrowed the possibilities of outright bravery and altruism. The process of self-

aggrandisement and rational self-centeredness as well as the technical knowledge of 

development processes produced an inorganic individualistic value. The world that was 

created through this was diametrically opposed to the collective life of tribal societies that 

existed for centuries. 

The indigenous institutions of rural management were replaced by modern, interest-

based institutions within an orientalist framework of civilising the ‘other’. This otherness 

is reflected in the discourse of social mobilisation processes that were introduced with 

modern instruments of building local institutions. The premise of social mobilisation was 

drawn from an orientalist perspective, which assumed that these tribal, rural and far-flung 

societies have no institutional order. It was claimed that social mobilisation was a vital 

step to organise rudderless, disorganised and stagnant societies. 

Contrary to the claims made by development agencies, all traditional societies were 

governed by indigenous institutional structures. Village management – including the 

distribution of responsibilities, public works and social safety – were the key functions of 

traditional institutions. In non-feudal societies like Gilgit-Baltistan, the tribal elders used 

to form water management, public works and overall village management committees in 

consultation with the people at an open meeting. 

The new institutions formed through social mobilisation withered away with the drying 

up of the donor money. This is because these institutions became dysfunctional after the 

life cycle of the project for which they were formed came to an end. 

The claims of bringing about social transformation were not realised as these institutions 

could not provide a viable alternative to a traditional village-based management system. 

One of the key factors of the inefficacy of these modern village-based institutions is that 

the development agencies did not devolve powers to these institutions. Development 

agencies considered them to be one of the project outputs and instruments of the cost-

effective implementation of programmes. 

Each development agency formed its own village-based organisation to implement the 

projects and none of these organisations could become vehicles of social investment. In 

2010, I led the largest social mobilisation project of the country with the Pakistan Poverty 

Alleviation Fund (PPAF). One of the most challenging tasks was to create an institutional 
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interface between traditional village organisations and the genesis of modern interest-

based organisations. The donor-led framework of social mobilisation was so disconnected 

from the real context of institutional genesis. The project could not achieve the desired 

outcomes despite all the design tweaks that were to the displeasure of the donor. 

This wasn’t an utter failure as the institutions formed through this social mobilisation 

process gave a voice to women and marginalised groups to articulate their grievances. 

However, these institutions proved to be short-lived because they could not supplant 

tribal social orders with a new egalitarian and inclusive system of local governance. 

The story of a doctrine 

It has descended, we are told, from an unprecedented interaction that the army chief held 

with some selected journalists of varying hues and disposition. A few that I have learnt 

were there are mostly characterised ‘liberal’ and ‘independent’, able to formulate their 

voices effectively in support of democracy. In Pakistan, it translates differently because 

the military is now patently defined anti-democratic by the same class of journalists 

without any inhibition. 

‘Inhibition’ too is important to define here: the influence, in popular refrain, exercised by 

the military on the media to proffer the military’s point of view which in popular 

proclamation of the largely ‘independent’ media is anti-democracy. In reality it is not, but 

who cares? Who has ever bothered checking facts in the larger media culture globally 

where fake news has value and can sway opinions in untold manner? So it goes here. Build 

a bogey, and then smash it to smithereens. The story builds unchecked and then sustains 

on its own steam. And there are craftsmen at work in the field on this one. A task has 

been handed out and they fulfil orders to satisfaction. 

Yes, an off-the-record interaction took place; and no, I wasn’t there as weren’t most who 

have ended up commenting. And most of those who were present weren’t exactly ‘friends 

of the accused’. And those inviting were properly aware of the kinds who were being 

invited to hear the chief out. Does that put to rest the assumption that those invited were 

intended to leak the chief’s observations? The train of such thought (convoluted?) 

assumes that the interaction was kept off-the-record so that it could not be kept off-the-

record. Who should one believe? The army or the journalists so invited for their mostly 

speculative approach towards the military’s intent towards democracy? In strictly legal 
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terms, where would a ‘defence lawyer’ home on to blow holes in a testimony from a 

witness with obvious proclivities? Let a lawyer address that. 

So the story came out from one of the participants, ever so committed to the cause of 

democracy. Clearly, I use the same ruse as a convenient classification to explain the 

nature of reporting. Popularly, this is when the bogey was first built. And then it got 

smashed. Those who did not print spoke with abandon and unrestrained glee of yet 

another revelation from the army chief of his disdain for things constitutional. After all, 

he had violated the limits of his domain and undertaken to discuss areas of concern – to 

him – about the government’s policy; this was constitutionally outside his remit. 

Hence the bashing and the comparisons and the unfortunate but very clear references to 

the military being bereft of the necessary qualifications to address issues that the chief 

had chosen to speak on. Come on, who did the chief think he was? Picketty, or Keynes, or 

Malthus? BISP is not handing out a fish, neither teaching how to fish, but is a modernistic 

interpretation of the famous poverty alleviation theory unbeknown to the simplistic 

soldier the army chief is. Or a means of building a vote-base. I dared to append the last 

bit. 

Forget economics because largely I agree with the broader statement that the economy is 

too complex a matter to be left to the generals alone. And yet the generals have an 

unexplained fetish for it; I can vouch that generals do take their economy seriously. That 

restrains real economists from exercising the economy the right way, keeping it stagnated 

especially when they must work with the generals in power. 

But pray, do tell me if all those exercising their minds day-in and day-out on all kinds of 

security issues as experts in the media are qualified to address the issue? For that matter, 

what expertise do we carry to comment on foreign or defence or security policies? The 

economy I agree is too technical, as is security or law, and one must tread carefully into 

such avenues. But who cares? This is open season for self-styled experts to formulate 

unrestrained views without even peripheral knowledge. 

The 18th Amendment is interesting; some view it only in how it impacts the army’s 

budgetary needs. The amendment qualifies to be a game-changer in the constitutional 

evolution and a significant step in empowering the provinces and giving them a sense of 

ownership. And then in Pakistan’s history there stands that one sad chapter when the  
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country was dismembered because a province was denied rights. This gets repeated as a 

testimony of what might befall if we repeat the mistake. Hence the criticality of why the 

18th Amendment must be preserved. Except that the policy and structural adornments 

which must accompany such devolution of power and responsibility remain hopelessly 

untouched even if the geography wasn’t a factor. 

This enhanced role was accompanied by increased allocations under a revised NFC award. 

The provinces court enhanced allocations but absolve themselves from attending to 

attached responsibilities. The provinces are still not raising enough revenue to fulfill their 

responsibility. This keeps the people deprived and makes the federation weaker because 

of weaker constituents. But this is only one aspect. 

The second relates to an uncontested hold of the governments in power, which translates 

into political parties as the wholesale owners of provinces because of their strong regional 

presence. There isn’t a political force even in conception capable of dislodging the PPP 

from Sindh, and perhaps the PML-N from Punjab, in the foreseeable future. If Sindh 

seems to be stagnated in governance and regressive in the treatment of its people, there is 

little that anyone can do to change the Sindh government’s approach. To leave it to the 

people to vote the party out of power is as simplistic as it is misleading. 

So then was the 18th Amendment really meant to enable a closer-to-home delivery than 

building firewalls from federal influence? That remains the pressing concern in an 

environment of all-round weak governance and exploitative power which these political 

actors arrogate. Asif Ali Zardari may not soon see a return to power in the center but none 

can dislodge him in Sindh. This may have been the real, though underlying, intent of an 

otherwise altruistic 18th Amendment. There is thus a need to build checks and balances 

to stem unrestricted exploitation of a province’s political environment in favor of only one 

group of political elites. This remains imperative even if the army has been pushed to 

distance itself from any speculation of the attending impact of the amendment. 

A doctrine was thus falsely framed and then demolished by democracy aficionados. In the 

world of fake news, this hardly is news. To be sure, though, the army chief may speak with 

care – with even greater care exercised in forming the list of invitees. 
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Fault in the system  

A FEW years back, I invited an American law-enforcement expert to visit Pakistan. The 

gentleman had developed police units in the Balkans and the Caribbean. Based on 

demand from Pakistani police officers, I requested him to study the institution and 

identify global best practices that could benefit them. After a couple of visits and 

numerous consultations with the police, I asked for his impressions. He was clearly 

perplexed. He hadn’t seen another country where such human capacity existed and yet, 

collective institutional outputs often tended to be worse than countries that lacked basic 

infrastructure and capacities (he had most experience with such environments). 

His take on Pakistan has never left me. Perhaps because it epitomizes the tragedy of our 

public sector. Individuals who are good enough to excel on their own — and often do 

when they work in the private sector or in foreign countries — are unable to turn the 

system around. Rather, the system stymies their growth. There is voluminous literature 

on the reasons for this failure. But it tends to focus disproportionately on resource 

constraints, technical deficiencies, and the need for overall structural reforms. This 

doesn’t explain why many developing country institutions plagued by the same problems 

are able to perform better. 

Looking at comparable cases (and Western systems), I have found three traits that are 

accentuated in Pakistan’s case. At one level, they are well known. Yet, almost never do 

you find these being identified as constraints as significant in holding the system back as 

resource-related and technical issues. 

First, the entire system is geared towards and consumed by firefighting. Bureaucracies, 

civil and military, jump from managing one crisis to the next. They even tend to judge 

themselves by their crisis management performance. Ask them and they’ll be the first 

ones to confirm they have zero time and little reward for strategic thinking. Such an 

environment leaves little room to think and act big. Most reform-oriented people within 

the system will tell you that out-of-the-box approaches make one a threat to the prevalent 

status quo lobbies. Job security and progression benefits from going with the flow and 

delivering to the liking of the political masters — themselves consumed by firefighting 
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and short-term interests — rather than from pushing the envelope. Hardly surprising 

then that few people in the system want to take it upon themselves to course correct. 

Third, firefighters boxed in by status quo preferences can hardly be expected to evolve. 

The Pakistani bureaucracy has lost the ability to generate policy solutions in sync with the 

needs of a changing society and world. Policymaking in the developed world has evolved 

into a science of sorts that requires an ability to parse out global and domestic trends, and 

long-term strategic planning. While self-driven individuals offer exceptions, the Pakistani 

system offers no real incentives for knowledge acquisition by civil and military 

bureaucrats. 

One is shocked at just how much policymaking is based on intuition, partial information, 

or even conspiracy theories taken as facts. Or you find the public sector contracting out 

its policymaking functions. Even some basic policy visions for things like poverty 

alleviation, domestic commerce, etc. are prepared in this fashion. 

Finally, the civil-military divide colors everything. The civil bureaucracy feels 

overpowered by the politicians on the one hand and an overbearing military on the other. 

The military contends that civilians use them as scapegoats for their failures. When I ask 

how this disconnects is to be resolved, one hears diatribes against the other that are more 

suited for enemies at war than for cogs of the same wheel. 

My American colleague saw a microcosm of this in the Pakistani police. In many 

meetings, highly proficient officers talked about their helplessness to change things. 

There was a reflexive tendency to blame other parts of the system. When asked why they 

didn’t implement many of the reforms that were totally in their control, it quickly became 

obvious they had little incentive to do so. In fact, they readily acknowledged that the 

control-orientation of their institution — preferred also by their political masters who use 

the police as a political tool — remained a safer career bet than seeking to transform the 

police to become a truly service-oriented entity. 

A turnaround requires dedicated leadership willing to allow institutions the freedom to 

make hard, reform-oriented decisions. The civilian and military leadership would have to 

rise above an us-versus-them mindset and deliver collectively. The system also needs 

policymaking reform. Pakistan needs policy planning units within ministries that are 

populated by accomplished policy experts borrowed from the private sector/academia (à 

la the US model). None of this is going to be easy or quick. But more of the same attitude 
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will only deepen the rot and bring us even closer to a total institutional breakdown. It is 

no longer an option.  

Drones and diplomacy 

The haze of uncertainty surrounding Wednesday’s drone attack in Kurram Agency is a 

reminder of the many issues raised by the illegal US drone war. The US has claimed that 

the attack killed members of the Haqqani Network while Pakistan has said it was on an 

Afghan refugee camp. At this point, it is difficult to confirm the veracity of the US claim 

but ultimately that doesn’t matter. There can be no justification for targeting a refugee 

camp. There have been no greater victims of militant violence and the various superpower 

wars in Afghanistan than the millions of Afghans who have had to flee their home 

country. They are in danger once again of being victims of violence in a place where they 

sought safe refuge. The larger point also stands that the US drone war is a willful violation 

of international law. To use deadly force against a country with who it is not at war can 

never be accepted. That this particular drone strike seems like an attempt by the US to 

pressurize Pakistan at a time when ties between the countries are at a low makes it even 

worse. Innocent civilians should not become pawns in a diplomatic spat. 

Pakistan, too, should not use this drone strike as a way of pushing unrelated policy 

objectives. Authorities have suggested that the possibility militants may have been 

present at the refugee camp when it was struck by the US shows the urgency of 

repatriating Afghan refugees back to their home country. This reads like an unfortunate 

scapegoating of the refugees for a problem that is not of that their making. The refugees 

have already suffered so much and, with the Afghan Taliban continuing to carry out 

attacks in Afghanistan at will, sending them back at this time would unnecessarily place 

them in grave danger. We got an illustration of that on Saturday after an ambulance 

bomb in Kabul killed almost a hundred people. None of the stakeholders in Afghanistan, 

be it the warmongering US or the ineffectual Afghan government, have shown that they 

are capable of bringing peace to the country. Pakistan, too, cannot deny its own past role 

in bringing Afghanistan to where it stands today. Both Pakistan and the US need to push 

the Afghan government to reach a negotiated settlement and bring relative normalcy to 

the country. Until then, we have a responsibility to the refugees who have sought safety in 

our country. The Trump administration is likely to step up drone attacks as it sends more 
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troops to Afghanistan. Using every forum at our disposal to prevent and condemn such 

attacks needs to be our priority. 

 

Impunity and the crisis of governance 

As Shahbaz Sharif sat triumphant with the depressed father of young Zainab – the girl so 

brutally assaulted and then murdered by a man belonging to her own neighborhood – for 

finally having arrested the inhuman violator of the young angel, did it ever cross his mind 

why and how matters had come to such end? 

Why had Kasur – no outback in the throes of a remote Punjab region but a suburb of a 

sprawling Lahore very much under the eyes of an ever keen chief minister – become such 

a hub of shame and international ignominy with case after case of young girls raped and 

then brutally murdered by agents of depravity? 

Some 250 young children, boys and girls both, were found to have been similarly deprived 

of their innocence in 2015 by those who had allegedly turned this ghoulish business into 

an internet venture. That case has remained unattended for three years. Kasur has five 

seats for the National Assembly and ten for the provincial, with a regular deputy 

commissioner responsible for all administrative functions which fall under the purview of 

the government and a district police officer, senior enough and responsible enough to 

ensure law and order and protect the life and liberty of the residents of this small city. Yet 

the dastardly happened and young roses lay crumpled. 

Away from the debate of whether the CM should have asked the audience to clap in 

acknowledgement of investigative agencies finally nabbing the criminal, the CM may like 

to instead ask why such crime and its enabling environment have perpetuated over time 

and under his watch. Why couldn’t any intervention be made at the time of the widely 

reported recurrences and why did an administrative system meant to inhibit such societal 

waywardness allow this to continue? After all, the time over which such criminality 

manifested itself is shamefully long. 

There can be many reasons; from an abject disregard of the common man by those in 

power to the utter absence of responsibility where officials tasked to ensure civility as the 

obtaining environment patently failed. But as Shahbaz Sharif himself stands on the cusp 
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of another important role – a more central responsibility as the next prime minister, or 

the next chief minister of the province, once again, given that the PML-N may still hold 

on to Punjab if not the center – it is time for deeper introspection. Why has governance as 

a function continued to abysmally decline? It has something to do with Shahbaz Sharif’s 

personality. An action man, on the go and constantly occupied to the point of obsession 

with doing something which involves motion, he has been missing the woods for the 

trees. Punjab speed, or Shahbaz speed, are reflective of that; the term particularly coined 

by the super-smart Chinese to keep the CM in good humor. But, travelling at such great 

pace, he hardly has time to observe anything in depth. Till of course it comes back 

haunting or has potential political cost. Like the Kasur or Model Town fiascos. The 

Sharifs, per proclivity, have a fascination for the big and the grand, and remain politically 

and electorally motivated on immediate returns – but the cost of neglecting what else 

counts increases, even as the apparent seems to ingratiate their sense of the grandiose. 

Developing a society on progressive lines should be the key to sociopolitical trailblazing; 

but that then entails working on avenues where returns are slow to come by even if the 

impact is deep and contributes to developing better societies. 

Which takes us to the next step of why people politic at all in Pakistan. The hard answer 

is: for power alone. Power for what purpose? To flaunt, to exploit, to bring it to your 

personal or familial benefit. Hardly ever as a means of public service, which is the primary 

driver for most elsewhere? Any power that accrues then is to be used to the benefit and 

service of the people in whose name the politicians will gain eminence and positions of 

authority and respect. When they violate these two underlying intents of power, over time 

they lose authority and respect. 

People popularly see lust for power and money as the primary drivers of Pakistani politics. 

Sharifs are currently struggling through one such saga of accountability before the courts. 

Beyond sleaze, what taints politics is its rather blatant disregard for governance. Even for 

someone as popularly associated with administration as Shahbaz, administration and rule 

of law are a distant second on the priority list, despite being the two pillars around which 

a province as large as Punjab can be managed to enable safety and security to all its 

citizens. Clearly this hasn’t been achieved. Anything beyond in pursuit of advancing 

civilization and attaining a progressive society could be the next compelling purpose, but 

who has time for these low-on-return, long gestation period undertakings. Instead a few 

roads here and glitzy malls there serve the rather instant purpose of expedient politics 
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while imitating progress. Governance may encapsulate many things, from priorities to 

policies in public interest to development aimed at aggregated mobility in civilizational 

advancement. But given to the specific environs of Punjab – and anywhere else 

throughout Pakistan – it must relate to attitudes and a sense of responsibility in personal 

conduct and institutional functioning. Where functionaries know that they can get away 

with anything as long as the Boss is kept in good humor, he is loath to focus on much 

more in fulfillment of his basic function. The head-man satisfied, the people thus end up 

being fodder. And get treated as fodder. That is also when Kasurs and Rao Anwars 

happen. Pakistan is afflicted with this inadequacy in its systems and leadership attributes 

while there seems no way to break this vicious cycle. This is also the Shahbaz problem. 

Attention by the leadership to only a few matters of personal or familial interest rather 

than wider public favor amounts to neutering the system of delivery. This is Pakistan’s 

bane. Who may now tell the ever-versatile Shahbaz Sharif that, while keenness and sharp 

zeal is always good, running a government in the province and of the country is far 

different than running a developmental project? The gaze has to be wide and the 

perception keen and long-serving. Added to his inherent zeal, he can easily bring 

governance back to life with a wider sense of participation and simple attitudinal 

restoration towards systemic functioning and institutional resort. A steady, persistent and 

resilient view from a central vantage point keeps all on their toes while giving them the 

flexibility to exercise their bequeathed authority. In the case of Kasur, the fault was as 

much of the kind of governance model practiced by Shahbaz Sharif as it was of the deputy 

commissioner and the district police officer who slept through the heinous inhumanity. 

The worthy chief minister – and a potential prime minister – must learn his lessons 

quickly. 

Political Instability: Assessment  

Political environment across the country remained highly active and charged. As Supreme 

court of Pakistan has further put a ban on Nawaz Sharif to not to remain the party leader 

anymore, this may divide PMLN in to many fragments. And many key positions in the 

party may get vacant as people from the party may join other parties. Further, the 

declaration of Shahbaz Sharif as the next party leader may create a rift in the house of 

Shriefs and the future of PMLN may get blurred in the upcoming elections 2018. On the 

Other hand, Imran Khan and Zardari will do anything to destabilize PMLN by “HORSE 
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TRADING” and attract key position holders of PMLN to join their respective parties. 

Hence the next few months before election will be extremely crucial for Pakistan’s 

political landscape.  

President Donald Trump passed derogatory remarks about Pakistan’s efforts in war on 

terror and threat of suspension of military aid in his tweet.  Pentagon officials are 

watching for Pakistan´s next moves after Washington froze security aid payments to 

Islamabad, saying it is not doing enough to target Afghan Taliban and Haqqani group 

bases. The Trump administration´s decision to withhold hundreds of millions from its 

"coalition support funds" has riled Pakistan, with some there calling for retaliatory 

measures that might hamper America´s war fighting efforts in neighboring Afghanistan. 

Most problematic for America as it wages its 16-year war in Afghanistan would be if 

Pakistan suddenly shut its border points into the country, stemming the vital flow of 

goods, food and gear from the port at Karachi. Though US officials insisted they´d seen no 

evidence Islamabad was planning such a move, it has happened before. In 2011, Pakistan 

closed its border to NATO supplies following a series of incidents that brought relations 

between the US and Pakistan to all-time lows. These incidents included a botched 

American air raid and the killing of Osama bin Laden, who was living in the Pakistani city 

of Abbottabad. 

 As the Panama saga continues to dominate the political environment as the Sharif family 

first refused the agreed to appear before NAB which summoned them for investigation 

under the directions of Panama verdict. Meanwhile Indian arrogant behavior towards 

Pakistan at UNGA prompted a nationwide response and all mainstream political parties 

and public figures backing the political, diplomatic and security establishment of country 

unanimously rejected the allegations and called for a comprehensive national policy to 

counter the Indian jingoistic behavior. Government ministers also issued policy 

statements in response. PTI remained engaged dealing with legal issues, Election 

Commission also directed PTI leadership to submit complete money trail in foreign 

funding case as well as Imran Khan’s assets. PPP co-chairman Asif Ali Zardari also 

appeared on political screen after quiet many days and negated any chance of negotiation 

or adjustment with PML (N) and PTI and wowed to downplay any effort by PTI and allies 

to change replace opposition leader in National Assembly.  

 As time is ticking closer to General Elections, scheduled in mid-2018, leadership of all 

political parties is positioning itself to turn the heat on for upcoming election marathon. 
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Party representatives are mostly playing in the media with their respective narratives, but 

there is no indication of violent clash among the charged political rivals. On the other 

hand inside parliament house the environment remained healthy and progressive. 

Lawmaking process witnessed active engagement as the house passed two important and 

much awaited pieces of legislation i.e. bill regarding electoral reforms and Right to 

information act. Apart from mainstream politics, there were 35 non-violent protests were 

recorded; no violent protests were reported all across the country. 02 events of political 

gatherings in the form of political rally and Jalsa were reported whereas 09 strikes were 

recorded throughout the month. 

Statistics: Political Situation - March (2018) 
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Security Situation 
Embarrassments & isolations  

THE FATF embarrassment, utterly isolating and shameful as it is, has become the norm 

for Pakistan. Along with so much else that has isolated and humiliated us this too was so 

obviously coming and was so stupidly and irresponsibly ignored. The debt riddled 

‘development’ taking place in Pakistan has been made even more fragile. Critical 

commentators are often accused of being unnecessarily bitter about the state of the 

country. But when the state of governance is so criminal and damaging how else can one 

accurately depict the truth about our rulers who day in and day out unhesitatingly make a 

mockery and laughing stock of the country? 

Putting on a polite mask while gently admonishing the perpetrators of such betrayal is 

itself a form of betrayal given the wretched depths to which our incorrigible rulers 

regularly sink. China has gone out of its way to protect Pakistan from international 

criticism, humiliation, isolation and punishment despite its own grave concerns about the 

latitude extremists and terrorists enjoy in Pakistan, some of whom directly and indirectly 

pose a threat to stability in its western region. In this case China once again stood by 

Pakistan. But, as a result of an egregiously misleading and triumphant tweet which was 

apparently against the procedures of FATF, our inept foreign minister ensured the 

reversal of a face-saving reprieve for Pakistan. We forfeited, at least for the moment, the 

confidence of two of our staunchest friends, Saudi Arabia and, most important, China 

itself. 

But the rot lies deeper. India has not isolated Pakistan. The US has not isolated Pakistan. 

Afghanistan has not isolated Pakistan. They cannot. Only Pakistan can isolate itself — 

and it has done so repeatedly looking towards China to bail it out every time 

Don’t we have any consideration for the interests of China which is besieged by US and 

Indian policies to contain its emergence as a force for Eurasian peace, stability and 

development and which, moreover, has made Pakistan a cornerstone of its historic 

initiative in Central and South Asia? 

Is there no respect for the national interest of Pakistan which is so eagerly and regularly 

sacrificed at the altar of institutional, class and private interests? Are our people really 

fodder for the vicious appetites of insatiable domestic predators? Can a weary acceptance 
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of such reality as inevitable be compatible with the merest loyalty to our people and 

country? Is there anything that needs to be said that has not been said ad nauseam 

without any effect? How shamefully many of us reviled our feisty lioness for human 

rights, development, security and freedom, Asma Jahangir! And those of us who admired 

and revered her never quite lent her sufficient support for her lifelong struggle. Are we 

even capable of honoring her memory? We have a mantra. Pakistan is the biggest victim 

of terrorism. Pakistan has sacrificed more than any country in the war against terror. 

Pakistan has lost thousands of precious civilian and military lives and financially lost over 

a hundred billion dollars in this war — which is not even our war! Millions of people in 

Fata have been displaced. Pakistan has taken out several terrorist organizations especially 

the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan, the militant Islamic State group and Al Qaeda. 

Pakistan has banned several domestic extremist organizations, detained their leaders and 

frozen their accounts. Pakistan cannot become the battleground for an Afghan civil war. 

Pakistan has an independent judiciary and cannot take actions in violation of its rulings. 

Pakistan is not receiving the cooperation it needs for border management and control. 

Neither the US nor the Afghans pick up the extremists whom Pakistan forces back into 

Afghanistan. 

On the contrary, they are sheltered and encouraged to launch attacks on targets inside 

Pakistan with India’s assistance from Afghan territory. There are no safe havens, 

sanctuaries or shuras in Pakistan. There are still millions of Afghan refugees who pose 

serious security and terrorist risks for Pakistan which is being made the scapegoat for 

American failure in Afghanistan. Moreover an attack on Pakistan is an attack on CPEC 

and the Belt and Road Initiative which are opposed by the US and India. Etc. 

Much of the above is true. But it is not the whole truth. It is a half-truth which in many 

ways is worse than a lie. It hides at least as much as it reveals. The US and India cannot by 

themselves convince the world to gratuitously isolate Pakistan. Doing some good does not 

entitle one to do wrong. This is especially so when the ‘good’ is seen to have been 

extracted like a tooth by the surgical threat of sanctions and the use of force, while the 

‘wrong’ is seen to stem from perverted mindsets and entrenched policies. 

The bitter truth is that Pakistan’s vigorous denials are seen by most countries as blatant 

lies, and part of a pattern going back decades which reflects a sustained emasculation of 

the democratic process. While India and the US are often criticised for their domestic and 
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international conduct, and Afghanistan is seen as a failed state, none of this translates 

into much international sympathy and understanding for Pakistan’s protestations about 

its role in Afghanistan and elsewhere. 

Why? This is a question that from time to time is discussed in the public realm. But its 

systematic discussion is not welcomed within the corridors of power. This reflects an 

aversion to facing plain truths and, accordingly, a general preference to concentrate on 

details and responses rather than fundamental issues and strategic realities. These, of 

course, require longer-term perspectives to develop policy consistency and credibility. 

The very considerable abilities, expertise and passionate commitment of the Foreign 

Office are simply not availed of by arrogant and incompetent ‘superiors’ whose 

commitments are devoted more to blowing their own trumpets than to serving their 

nation. This is the real betrayal that informs every aspect of our national policy. All our 

questions and problems have practical solutions provided the right intentions prevail.  

Outlook for the future 

As Pakistan Day was marked, camps run by Pakistan’s latest political force, the Tehreek-e-

Labaik Pakistan (TLP), were prominent in terms of activity and the degree of noise they 

were able to create in most Lahore vicinities. 

These camps, which were evidently part of the election campaign the party plans, 

continue to run across Lahore and in other cities of Punjab, with turbaned men handing 

out Pakistan’s flags, pamphlets concerning the party’s ideological mission, and other 

promotional material to passersby. The party, if it gains the ECP’s approval, will contest 

the polls using its symbol, a crane – a tool useful in construction but also capable of swift 

destruction. The symbol was used by the TLP candidates in the by-polls, although they 

were contesting as independents then. 

What is clearly visible is the confidence and zeal of this new party. The slogans are loud 

and the demand that Islamic laws be made stricter is clear. There can be no doubt that 

the unexpected electoral success of the party, founded in 2015 after the execution of 

Mumtaz Qadri who had gunned down ex-Punjab governor Salman Taseer in 2011, is one 

factor for its high spirits. The TLP picked up just over 7,000 votes last year in the NA-120 

by-poll in Lahore; the constituency had fallen vacant after the disqualification of former 

prime minister Nawaz Sharif, last year. 
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In PP-20 in Chakwal, the party secured an astonishing 16,756 votes on the provincial 

assembly seat, finishing third, well ahead of the floundering PPP. In the NA-154 by-poll in 

Lodhran, the TLP again collected a sizeable 11,494 votes, finishing third after the winner 

PML-N, and the runner-up PTI. The result for the by-poll in Kohat’s NA-4 last year 

followed a slightly different pattern. The seat was won by the PTI, with the PML-N, the 

ANP and other groups all picking up respectable votes. 

The rise of the TLP, notably in Punjab, has been dramatic. Founded by the foul-mouthed 

cleric Khadim Rizvi, the party considers Mumtaz Qadri a hero and its key campaign has 

so far focused on violently opposing a slight change in wording in a clause of the Election 

Act of Pakistan. The opposition did not cease even though the PML-N had immediately 

retracted the alteration. The sit-in staged by the party at the Faizabad flyover late last 

year, ended only after a cornered government capitulated to their demands, and certain 

quarters doled out money to the participants as they finally left. However, it is still a 

matter of conjecture whether the party has the support of powers beyond the 

conventional political arena, and how would it fare in the coming elections. 

In Pakistan’s political history, despite considerable street power, right-wing religious 

parties have never done well in the polls. They usually fail to collect more than a handful 

of seats in the assemblies. But are we set to see a change? Whether this change is being 

deliberately carved out for specific purposes is difficult to say. However, certainly the 

meteoric rise of Khadim Rizvi’s party and its slogans are a cause for fear. In a country 

where convicted killers like Qadri are heroes and their victims are villains, it is difficult to 

draw the line between right and wrong and good and evil. 

Forceful attempts are made to define where the divide lies. We have seen increasingly 

fervent debates on the kind of behavior people should engage in, whether Valentine’s Day 

should be observed, or children’s birthday parties be held and, of course, what is suitable 

clothing for women. Women have always been the center of attention when moral 

judgments come into play, with patriarchal societies everywhere attempting to determine 

what they wear, how they act and what their role in society should be. Of course, all this 

seems absurd in a situation where malnutrition, illiteracy, growing extremism, a 

breakdown of the rule of law and a potential collapse of democratic governance marks our 

political and social space. When we consider the rise of the TLP and other hard-line Sunni 

groups that align themselves with the party, it is difficult to not wonder at what Pakistan 

has become from what it used to be, only a few people remember it that way. Many of us 
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were too young to recall the days when PIA’s airhostesses, clad in uniforms designed by 

Pierre Cardin and other top figures from the fashion world, served passengers – one of 

them being the wife of former US president John F Kennedy, Jacqueline Kennedy. She is 

remembered till this day for having called this now-creaking national carrier that can 

both literally and metaphorically fall out of the sky, her favorite airline. The dupatta-

draped heads of women that have now become too common a sight were nowhere to be 

seen; neither on PTV or other places, including the beaches of Karachi where young 

women would wear T-shirts and jeans and walk comfortably along the shore. 

Today, of course, Khadim Rizvi and the thousands who follow him would have no doubt 

protested in every way they could over such acts of perceived immorality. However, the 

heinous acts of rape, child abuse and domestic violence that we see everywhere 

apparently do not move such groups to action. These are matters they appear to simply 

have no interest in. 

The manner in which Pakistan has changed has been drastic. The foreign tourists seen in 

Karachi’s streets and in the northern areas in the 1970s have long gone. The threat of 

terrorism had made it far too dangerous for them to visit a country that has, by some 

writers who had dared to venture beyond Islamabad, been described as amongst the most 

beautiful in the world. In so many ways, this is Pakistan’s true tragedy. 

What we have today are the ruins of a nation that could have risen to considerable 

economic and social heights given all that favored it. Through the 1950s and beyond, the 

world’s economic analysts believed Pakistan could quite swiftly emerge as one of the 

strongest economies of the region, and play an important international role. Instead just 

the opposite happened. Today, we see that the rupee continues to nosedive against the 

dollar, unemployment is growing and investors are shirking away from putting in their 

money in a country known for instability and instead money is being taken from people 

to fund other activities. 

The TLP has made no mention of how it intends to alter the situation. It appears that the 

party thinks its votes will come from raising cries that people see as righteous and pious. 

These, of course, include action against anyone accused of ‘irreligious’ acts. In such a 

clamor, real problems begin to vanish, as if they have been eaten up by the unholy noise 

that rings out all around. When we look back in time, we see a far gentler, more open and 

equitable country. There is no evidence that this election will help us walk back towards 
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our past. The manner in which we deviated from the past, following the events of 1977, 

was a violent one. Those days continue to haunt us. The TLP is one manifestation of those 

events. There are others which have taken different shapes. A reminder of the past is 

important for our future. Without a strong hold on history, it is difficult to walk forward 

with any real sense of direction. 

Potential Rise in Defense Spending 

The statement issued after National Command Authority’s (NCA) 23rd meeting maintains 

that Pakistan would continue its policy of Full Spectrum Deterrence (FSD). The reason 

behind the statement is the growing challenges to Islamabad’s security and attempt to 

maintain strategic stability in the region. However, emphasis on the policy of preserving 

FSD and avoidance of arms race in a statement seems contradictory. 

The sad truth that we know from the statement of NCA is that the arms race in South Asia 

is not going to end any soon. The nature of security competition between the two nuclear 

powers of South Asia is action-reaction spiral. The arms race between India and Pakistan 

is nothing but a classic case of a security dilemma that the two states are suffering from. 

Out of the three major threats identified by NCA, two are from India. First the Indian 

attempts to arms buildup and India’s aims for the development of Ballistic Missile Shield 

(BMD). 

While it is understandable that Islamabad needs to maintain at least “Credible Minimum 

Deterrence,” it also means that Pakistan is going to spend more and more of its resources 

to keep the power balance in the region. Keeping all these dilemmas in mind, however, it 

is also important to bear in mind that excessive spending on the military will stunt the 

growth of all other sectors of public life. According to Ministry of Planning Development 

and Reforms, 30% of Pakistan’s population lives below poverty line. Experts have 

constantly called out poverty the main reason of extremism in the country. In recent 

times the biggest challenge to the nation comes from within in the form of terrorism, not 

from India. Engagement in arms race and militarization of South Asia is the main obstacle 

in addressing issues of social and economic security of the poor in the region in general 

and in Pakistan in particular. 
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Defining terrorism  

THE US has rejected the Taliban’s offer to talk. They are designated terrorists under 

resolutions 1267 and 1373. The US was the power behind these resolutions. Council of 

Europe Commissioner for Human Rights Thomas Hammarberg (2008) observed that 

“arbitrary procedures for terrorist black-listing must now be changed”. There is no 

definition of terrorism. Both India and the US appear to consider Hafiz Mohammad Saeed 

the mastermind of Mumbai attacks. Yet, a host of critics consider Mumbai trials lacked 

transparency. 

According to principles of penology, an offence has to be first defined before it is made 

punishable. In the absence of a global, universally acceptable definition of the word 

‘terrorism’, any figment of imagination could be stretched to mean terrorism. Unless 

‘terrorism is defined, it will not be possible to distinguish it from a freedom movement, 

protest, guerrilla warfare, subversion, criminal violence, para-militarism, communal 

violence or banditry. A nation cannot be punished for individual acts of terrorism, 

according to principles of natural justice and penology. 

In the historical context, the term meant different things to different individuals and 

communities. The oldest ‘terrorists’ were holy warriors who killed civilians. Recent 

examples of religious terrorists are Aum Shinrikyo (Japanese), Rabbi Meir Kahane and 

Baruch Goldstein and Yigal Amir (Jews). The Jewish-controlled media describes 

Hezbollah and Hamas as ‘religious terrorists’. In the first century A.D Palestine, the Jews 

publicly slit the Romans’ throats, in the seventh century India, the thugs strangulated 

gullible passersby to please the Hindu Devi Kali, and the 19th century adherents of 

Narodnaya Volya (People’s Will) mercilessly killed their pro-Tsar rivals. Most historians 

believe that the term ‘terrorism’ received international publicity during the French reign 

of terror in 1793-94. It is now common to dub one’s adversary a ‘terrorist’. Doing so 

forecloses possibility of political negotiation, and gives the powerful definer the right to 

eliminate the ‘terrorist’. 

 Demilitarizing Kashmir 

Pakistan claims that 52 of its citizens were killed in 1,300 ceasefire violations by India 

along the Line of Control (LoC) in 2017. The latter claims that Pakistan violated the 

ceasefire agreement 780 times during the same period. 
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Ironically, most people killed on both sides of the LoC are the people of Kashmir who are 

paying a heavy price for their struggle as compared to the sacrifices that our forefathers 

made to gain independence from the British. Although the Kashmir dispute may be a 

difficult issue to resolve, the impasse should not be at the cost of Kashmiris. Millions have 

sacrificed their lives since 1947 and the entire Kashmir region has suffered immensely. 

Though talks have intermittently been held between India and Pakistan, they usually 

revolve around semantics and have failed to address many outstanding issues, including 

Kashmir. 

The mere inclusion of Kashmir in the agenda of these talks generates so much heat that it 

takes the charm out of the negotiations. If and when we agree to talk about Kashmir, 

India starts to harp on the theme of returning Azad Kashmir to it instead of talking about 

the valley. The process once again ends up in a quagmire. 

A solution to this imbroglio is to involve third parties in such talks. India has opposed this 

move in the past as it possibly fears that it would once again internationalise the issue. 

India wants to avoid repeating the mistake it made in 1948 by referring the dispute to the 

UN on Viceroy Mountbatten’s advice. 

Last year in June, UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres had offered to help resolve the 

ongoing conflict by meeting the Pakistani and the Indian prime ministers. The Indian 

government predictably told him to mind his own business since pacts like the Simla 

Agreement had made the conflict a strictly bilateral issue. But Pakistan welcomed the 

offer. 

India claims that Kashmir became part of its territory based on an instrument of accession 

signed by the Maharaja. It ignores the fact that the accession was conditional on a 

reference to a popular vote under impartial auspices. Any reference to the violations of 

human rights in Kashmir is accordingly rejected by India as interference in its internal 

affairs. A solution to the issue has to be found if we want to live in peace in South Asia. If 

we cannot agree on the involvement of other states in helping us resolve the issue, then 

both countries should at least implement what was agreed at the UN Security Council in 

1948. What the Security Council recommended was nothing out of the blue: it was the 

inescapable principle that the future status of Jammu and Kashmir should be decided by 

the will of the people of the valley. The two elements of a peaceful settlement were the 
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demilitarisation of the state (ie. the withdrawal of both Indian and Pakistani forces); and a 

plebiscite supervised by the UN. 

Pakistan missed the boat at that stage. It should have grabbed the ball at that very point 

to insist upon ascertaining the desires of Kashmiris. There is now no point sawing the 

sawdust. However, a strategy must be devised to opt for a resolution that accounts for 

modifications that have taken place over the years. India insists that Kashmir is an 

integral part of its polity. It now believes that the developments within the valley could 

weaken its chances of winning a plebiscite. 

Although it was proposed many decades ago, the principle that the disposition of the 

territory in dispute must be in accordance with the will of its people can still be 

implemented as truly as it would have been when the Security Council passed the 

resolution. 

The first step that both countries can take in this regard is demilitarisation. Incidentally, 

demilitarisation within Kashmir Valley will immediately improve the state of human 

rights. If and when this is accomplished, both countries can take the next step to hold a 

referendum to determine the wishes of the people of Kashmir. 

Pakistan and India can also avoid this course of action and continue with the status quo. 

Seven decades have already passed in agony and we can easily pass another seven decades 

exchanging fire along the LoC. But is this what we want? Don’t the people of Kashmir 

deserve a better deal? Shouldn’t we try to reach a stage when people can travel across the 

border between both countries in the same way that the French and Germans do despite 

having been involved in two World Wars? 

Kashmir: the alternative news roundup  

Since the 1990s, there has been far too much news about violence, death and destruction 

in Jammu and Kashmir. For the last two years, such news has, once again, become so 

common that it fails to shock us anymore. While such news is quite depressing and we 

must not lose sight of the reality that it depicts, life in Kashmir goes on. This week, I have 

selected some news clippings from various Srinagar-based newspapers (both Urdu and 

English) to illustrate other aspects of life in the valley. I have edited these items to excise 

redundancy and ensure brevity. 
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‘Kashmiri students leave for Andaman and Nicobar’: Under a special student exchange 

program of the education department of Jammu and Kashmir, 40 students have left for a 

trip to Andaman and Nicobar. Kashmir Education Director Dr Ittu said that such trips 

allow for a mutual exchange among students from various parts of the country and 

familiarizes them with different cultures. 

Students will visit Chennai to get acquainted with various teaching practices. They will 

also visit the museum associated with former Indian president, A P J Abdul Kalam. 

Education Secretary Farooq Ahmed Shah, while felicitating the students, said that the 

education department will continue to sponsor such programs and is sending one more 

group of students through the exchange very soon. He revealed that the government 

plans to send 10,000 students on various trips in 2018. He also thanked the central 

[Indian] ministry of human resources for supporting the program.  

 ‘Two students from Khansahib Budgam make remote-controlled car, wait for 

commendation from the government’: Two students – one from class 10 and another from 

class 11 – from Khansahib Budgam have invented a car that works on a remote control, 

winning them laurels from the community. The students claimed that if they are provided 

financial support by the government, they can bring this ‘modern car’ to the market. 

According to the news agency APA, Sheikh Azeeb and Rafeel Shah, the inventors, have 

claimed that their car can travel several kilometers and is faster than many cars in the 

market.  

‘Tangmarg residents worried about frequent power cuts’: Residents of Ferozpora, 

Qazipora, Katapora Soun and Drang areas of Tangmarg have complained that the 

electricity department has been subjecting those to endless miseries due to unscheduled 

power cuts. “They have created a strange schedule that they interpret according to their 

own convenience,” a resident alleged. A group of residents led by Shahnawaz Ahmed 

Wani, the president of the Trader’s Association Tangmarg, presented a memorandum to 

the tehsil authorities to reconcile the electricity supply schedule. They gave the 

government a week to address the situation and threatened that the people of the area 

will return their electricity meters to the government and take to the streets in case of 

official inaction.  

‘Young painters’ camp concludes at Gulshan Ground’: The three-day painters’ camp 

organized during an Indian Red Cross Mela concluded at Gulshan Ground, Police Lines, 
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Gandhi Nagar in Jammu. The event was inaugurated by NN Vohra, the governor of 

Jammu and Kashmir, and Usha Vohra, the first lady of Jammu and Kashmir State on 

February 17. The painters created artwork on different themes such as nature, the 

environment and the empowerment of women by using acrylic colors and crayons. The 

camp was attended by dignitaries, artists and art lovers.  

‘Fair price shop dealers stage protest, demand permanent jobs in Pulwama’: Hundreds of 

fair price shop dealers staged a protest in South Kashmir’s Pulwama district to demand 

jobs in the Food, Civil Supplies and Consumer Affairs Department as regular employees. 

The protesting dealers stayed away from the ongoing training on point of sale (POS) 

machines, which the department is introducing to collect sales-related data. 

“We will not adopt the POS machines and will not take part in the training unless our 

demands are accepted,” said Shakeel Ahmad Mir, the district president of the Fair Price 

Shop Dealers Association, Pulwama. There are around 3,502 people who run fair price 

shops in the state on a monthly commission. “We get five percent of the total sales as our 

wages,” said Sheikh, adding that they earn Rs2, 000 to Rs3, 000 per month. “It becomes 

difficult for us to manage household affairs with this meager amount,” he said.  

‘Locals of Kunzar aghast over dumping garbage in school vicinity’: The locals of Kunzar 

and teachers of the Government Girls High School are up in arms against the municipal 

committee for dumping garbage in the vicinity of the school, a practice that not only 

attracts dogs but also is a source of diseases. The locals claim to have made several efforts 

to stop this practice. But they have failed to elicit any response from the authorities. The 

garbage is dumped on the banks of a local stream that is the main source of drinking 

water for more than 80 villages. The matter has been highlighted countless times in the 

media. But no measures have been taken by the concerned authorities to resolve it.  

‘Halal or not? Hoteliers’ body admits “doubt over slaughter”’: Accepting the uncertainty 

over the slaughter of chicken imported to the valley, the region’s hoteliers’ body claims to 

have asked all its constituents to refrain from using the dressed chicken meat in their 

kitchens. The Department of Animal Husbandry had recently declared the dressed 

chicken meat imported into the valley as “unhygienic and not halal”. However, Aijaz 

Ahmad Kaloo, a Srinagar-based trader associated with the business, termed these reports 

as a conspiracy to bring their trade down. He said: “The chicken is being sold by Muslims 
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only. Many of them have performed Haj or Umrah. I myself visited them to check 

whether it was halal or not” 

Compensation for Drone Strikes 

On Monday the Senate adopted a resolution which urges the government of United States 

to compensate for all the losses, both lives and property, incurred as a result of the drone 

strikes in the territory of Pakistan since the year 2000. Senate members have urged the 

government send copies of the adopted resolution to the United Nations, European 

Union, Commonwealth, NATO and the Asian Parliamentary Assembly. This resolution, 

despite the unanimous vote, is not well thought through and is just going to be another 

ineffective strategy adopted by the government; if they follow through with it. 

The reason why it will be an ineffective strategy is because this resolution was adopted in 

the Senate of Pakistan and that has no effect on how the USA responds to it and neither 

does it ensure that the USA adopts it. If the legislators are actually seeking a 

compensation for the losses incurred, then this should be discussed in the bilateral talks 

between the two countries. Unilateral adoption of resolutions will not get USA on board. 

At the same time, the government needs to devise a coherent strategy regarding the drone 

strikes by USA. These strikes have been taking place for a long time now and Pakistan, as 

a country, needs to decide whether or not it will allow USA to indulge in such activities in 

the premises of Pakistan. If it is a matter of the country’s sovereignty then action in this 

case should not be delayed. 

Barely a week ago, Chief of Pakistan Air Force (PAF) Air Chief Marshal Sohail Aman made 

a public statement that the PAF could shoot down that enters Pakistani airspace, and 

would do so even if that drone belonged to the USA. However, a recent event has proved 

otherwise. Despite clearly giving America a warning and stating the repercussions of such 

an action, no action was taken when an American drone entered into Pakistani airspace 

on Tuesday in the Khurram agency. All the relevant authorities need to be held 

accountable as to why no action was taken despite meting out the strategy earlier on. 

This only further highlights how confused the authorities, both the civilian government 

and the armed forces, are regarding the matter and that is resulting in inaction. Either the 

military or the government should drop its bluster and accept the status quo regarding 

unilateral drone strikes, or it must take concrete steps to solve the problem. 
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Internal Security: Assessment  

The Month witnessed deterioration in internal security situation. As At least three 

policemen embraced martyrdom and two others sustained wounds after a roadside bomb 

targeted a convoy of district police officer (DPO). As per details, the incident took place 

on Hathala Road in DI Khan when a planted bomb blasted as soon the convoy of DPO Dr 

Zahidullah passed by, as a result three cops were martyred and two others were injured. 

According to police official, the attack was executed when DPO’s convoy was traveling 

through the area however; the police officer survived the attempt. However, Security 

forces remained vigilant through this month as a total of 02 military and 06 police 

operations were conducted in which 12 terrorists were gunned downed and 17 

suspects were apprehended. Whereas 12 LEA personals lost their lives and 17 were 

reported injured.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Internal Security: Statistics - March 2018 

 
Area  KILLED INJURED ARRESTS 
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Total CIVIL LEA Ts CIVIL LEA 
 

MIL OPS 0 0 1 1 2 5 0 9 0 1 14 0 0 41 

DRONE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

BLAST/IED 0 0 1 1 3 0 0 5 29 11 1 44 11 0 

FIRING 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 4 1 3 4 0 3 0 

TERRORIST 
ATTACK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SECRETIAN 
KILLING 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

SUICIDE 
ATTACK 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 10 5 0 22 0 0 

TARGET 
KILLING 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 5 2 8 0 12 8 0 

POLICE OPS 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 3 0 1 5 0 2 9 

CROSS 
BOARDER 
FIRING 

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 2 0 13 0 0 

TOTAL 4 0 3 4 12 9 0 33 48 31 24 91 24 50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Internal Security Incidents: Graph – March 2018 
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Internal Security Casualties: Graph – March 2018 
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The risk emanating from crime remained high as 173 incidents of crime were recorded in 

March 2018. Punjab continued to be the most crime infested province as a total of 98 

incidents of crime were reported from Punjab, out of which 33 were murders, 18 robbery 

and theft, 13 abductions, 18 rape cases and, 02 acid attack were reported in which 37 

were left injured including two security personnel. Whereas, during these crimes related 

incidents, 106 culprits were arrested on site. Murders and Robberies & thefts continued 

to be the major crimes in the country. This spread fear among masses and several rumors 

added to the anxiety of people regarding law and order situation in the country. 

Law & Order: Statistics – March 2018 
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Total INJURED KILLED ARREST 

HUMAN TRAFFICKING 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ABDUCTED 0 0 3 2 1 13 0 19 0 8 6 

ACID ATTACK 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 

CYBER CRIME 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

DOMECTIC VIOLENCE 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 5 1 5 0 

FINANCIAL CRIME 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 3 0 0 5 

FORGERY/FRAUD 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 3 0 0 21 

HONOR KILLING 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 4 1 7 0 

MURDER 0 1 2 6 17 33 18 77 24 116 19 

RAPE 0 0 0 1 2 18 2 23 0 6 27 

ROBBERY/THEFT 0 1 0 1 2 18 7 28 9 19 27 

SMUGGLING 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SUICIDE 0 0 0 0 2 6 1 9 0 13 1 

VEHICLE LIFTING 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL 0 2 5 11 29 98 29 173 37 174 106 
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Law & Order: Incidents Graph – March 2018 

 
 

Law & Order: Casualties Graph – March 2018 
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General Risk: Assessment 

The risk emanating from general risk remained high this month. Accidents remained the 

most concerning factor as they claimed 57 lives in 90 reported incidents, while 365 were 

injured countrywide. A significantly large share was contributed by the road accidents 

(270) Even though there has been a slight decrease in the reported incidents of general 

risk yet it cannot be denied that the general risk continues to prevail and accidents of 

different nature continue to be the greatest bane. The highest number of accidents 30 

was reported from Punjab, closely followed by 13 incidents reported from KPK. Fire 

breakout was the second most prevalent general risk with 09 reported incidents across 

the country which claimed 05 lives. The threat of seasonal influenza outbreak in parts 

of country remained high throughout the month. So far 28 people have lost their lives to 

seasonal influenza and the provincial health establishment is on high alert.   

General Risk: Statistics – March 2018 
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TOTAL 

 
INJURED KILLED 

ACCIDENTS 0 5 0 1 13 30 8 57 270 100 

CYLINDER EXPLOSION 
0 0 0 0 0 5 1 6 25 16 

EARTHQUACK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
EXTRME WEATHER 

CONDITIONS 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 32 4 

FIRE BREAKOUT 0 0 0 0 0 7 2 9 16 5 

FLOOD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

DROWN 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 8 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

COLLAPSE 0 0 0 0 3 2 3 8 22 25 

DISEASE UTBREAK 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 7 13 28 

TOTAL 0 5 0 1 18 46 20 90 365 158 
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General Risk: Incidents Graph – March 2018  

 
 

General Risk: Casualties Graph – March 2018 
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Economic Situation 
Who makes the next budget? 

Going by the well-established parliamentary practice, Budget 2017-18 is due in June. 

However, the National Assembly will be dissolved on June 1 and an interim government 

will be in place. 

This is the constitutional schedule of transition across successive governments. This time, 

however, the schedule is so precisely timed that questions are being asked regarding the 

responsibility of the government and the National Assembly to make a budget that they 

will not be using. 

The government has announced that it will present the budget to the National Assembly 

on April 27 and have it passed by the assembly either in the standard three-week period 

or just before the commencement of Ramadan on May 17. It is not clear if the opposition 

has endorsed this proposal. Even if it is not on-board, the government can pass the 

budget as it has a comfortable majority in the National Assembly. 

It is, therefore, not a question of whether the government is capable of passing the 

budget, but of whether it should make a budget that will not reflect the priorities and 

programme of the next government – the actual user. Therefore, we ask the following 

questions: (a) is it incumbent on the government to present a budget that it wouldn’t be 

making use of; (b) would there be a constitutional vacuum when an approved budget is 

not put in place during the period of an interim government; and (c) what is the desirable 

course of action for the government? 

Before we answer these questions, we should make the following submissions: First, let’s 

explain the budget, as presented by the federal government and approved by the 

assembly. There are basically two parts to this exercise. One, there is an annual budget 

statement (ABS) under Article 80, which provides estimates of receipts and expenditures 

(with a break-down between charged and voted expenditures); a detailed demand for 

grants voted for by the assembly under Article 82; and a schedule of authenticated 

expenditures under Article 83 that are signed by the prime minister and laid out in the 

assembly. Two, the assembly has to pass the finance or money bill under Article 73. This 

contains the tax proposals of the government, which entail amendments in various laws. 
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Second, the term of the assembly is due to expire on May 31 and an interim government is 

expected to be in place on June 1. Under Article 224, elections are required to be held 

within 60 days after the term of the assembly expires (i.e., by July 30) and results are to be 

announced by July 15 – not more than 14 days before this date. The interim government 

can authorise expenditures during the month of June from an already approved budget 

for the current fiscal year. 

It is in July that the question of approved expenditures will arise. However, the 

constitution had envisaged such a possibility and has, therefore, made provisions to this 

effect. Article 86 of the constitution states that: “Notwithstanding anything contained in 

the foregoing provisions relating to financial matters, at any time when the National 

Assembly stands dissolved, the federal government may authorise expenditure from the 

federal consolidated fund in respect of the estimated expenditure for a period not 

exceeding four months in any financial year, pending [the] completion of the procedure 

prescribed in Article 82 for the voting of grants and the authentication of the schedule of 

authorized expenditure in accordance with the provisions of Article 83 in relation to the 

expenditure”. 

Evidently, the caretaker government can authorize expenditures for 120 days (up to 

October 28, 2019) when the assembly stands dissolved. Third, presenting the budget on 

April 27 would require advancing it by five weeks from its traditional schedule. 

However, the main ingredient of the budget – i.e., reliable assessment of economic 

performance during the current fiscal year – will not be in place for three reasons. First, 

the budgetary outcomes of the current year known as “revised estimates” that are based 

on the actual outcome for ten months (Jul-Apr), would be missing as the proposed date 

would make the outcomes for even the nine months difficult to compile. The reliability of 

revised estimates would, therefore, be subject to a greater margin of error. 

Second, the National Accounts Committee (NAC), which is responsible for compiling 

national accounts (GDP, investments, savings, etc.), meets in early May every year to 

announce the revised estimates of the growth rate for the year ending on June 30, the 

single most important indicator of economic performance during the year. Even if the 

NAC meeting is moved forward, its coverage would be inadequate and raise questions 

about the reliability of estimated GDP. Third, the Economic Survey, which is released a 

day before the budget, gives the official account of economic developments made during 
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the year. Advancing its publication by five weeks would compromise its coverage and 

involve a break from its historical comparative value. 

We can now answer the three questions. In view of what is stated above, the first two 

answers are in the negative. Regarding the third, it would be wiser to let the budget be 

made by the next government. The new government should have the opportunity to 

formulate the budget according to its priorities and plans as it would be returning with a 

fresh mandate from the people. 

More than the proposals for grants, it is the finance bill that would be of critical 

significance. The tax proposals approved by the assembly would hardly be implemented 

in its tenure. Yet, it may preempt many choices for the new government because if it 

alters those proposals within a couple of months, it would be injurious to some groups. A 

state of uncertainty would be created about the fate of budgetary measures. It would 

make the beneficiaries wary of their durability and, thus, not elicit the desired responses 

from them. This would be particularly true if the tax proposals planned by the 

government include the much-talked-about tax amnesty scheme. 

Only a new assembly will have the true mandate to take as far-reaching a decision as an 

amnesty scheme. A government and assembly that are approaching the end of their term 

are ill-suited for this job. 

Rising Pakistan 

There is a saying that there are three sides to every story: yours, theirs and the truth. 

Given how polarised our society has become, whatever the government or the opposition 

parties say is characterised as a biased opinion. The most objective way to assess the 

performance of a government is by looking at major credible international sources 

because neither the government nor the opposition parties can influence them. The 

Pakistan of 2017-18 is happier, prosperous, peaceful and developed as compared to the 

Pakistan of 2012-13. This is the assessment made over the last four years of Pakistan by 

well-respected global institutions. Pakistan’s ranking on the UN World Happiness Report 

has shown improvements. According to the latest report, Pakistan stands at the top of the 

list among all its neighbors on the Happiness Index. The index is important because it is 

directly linked with positivity in a nation, which is an important trait for success. If one is 

always being critical and self-loathing, one can never achieve his/her true potential. This 
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is not only true for an individual but also for the nation. Unfortunately, a segment of the 

media in Pakistan and a few narrow vested interests propagate the view that Pakistanis as 

a nation (especially our elected representatives) are more corrupt, dishonest and 

incompetent than people in the rest of the world. Although this might temporarily help 

these narrow vested interests to achieve their petty ambitions, it is potentially hazardous 

for mental wellbeing of our people. 

That is why for last four-and-a-half years, I have been constantly making the following 

argument at every platform: Pakistanis (including politicians) are as good and bad as any 

other nation in the Global South. We face similar challenges as other developing nations. 

We need to be positive about our future to achieve success. 

The government of Pakistan has started a non-partisan initiative called ‘Rising Pakistan’, 

which aims to highlight the positive image of Pakistan around the world. Moreover, the 

idea is to instill positive energy among our people so that we can celebrate our successes 

and address challenges. We have facts that give us a reason to be positive as a nation. For 

example, on the economic front, Pakistan’s economy has achieved turnaround in the last 

four years and experienced the highest economic growth rates (crossing the five-percent 

mark) over the last 10 years. Pakistan’s GDP in 2012 was $224.4 billion and has increased to 

$304.3 billion. Pakistan’s debt-to-GDP ratio is stable and stands at around 61 percent. 

Pakistan’s stock market index has seen a record high and inflation has been at its lowest 

over the last 10 years. 

Pakistan successfully completed the IMF loan programme through prudent 

macroeconomic policies. Pakistan’s economic success is testified by international financial 

institutions such as Moody’s and Standard & Poor. Similarly, World Bank has noted in 

one of its recent reports: “Pakistan’s economy continues to grow strongly, emerging as 

one of the top performers in South Asia”. Pakistan does face some challenges on the 

economic front due to rapid investments in the energy sector over a short span, causing 

pressure on imports. These are productive investments that are necessary for the 

economy to grow and address our energy bottlenecks. International institutions are 

recognising this but our own cynical brigade keeps presenting doomsday predictions. 

On the governance side, Pakistan’s ranking has improved by 23 positions on Transparency 

International’s index since 2012. This is a historical achievement since this is the first time 

that Pakistan has jumped from the lowest one-third countries on the CPI to the middle 
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one-third countries. Similarly, Pakistan’s ranking on the Global Competitive Index has 

improved consecutively for the last two years. This implies a reduction in red tape and an 

improvement in the business environment for entrepreneurs. 

Pakistan’s ranking on World Bank’s Logistics Performance Index has improved by three 

positions. The Overseas Investors Chamber of Commerce and Industry (OICCI)’s recent 

report noted that nearly 75 percent of respondents consider Pakistan to be a potential 

market for fresh investment and are optimistic about Pakistan’s future. Similarly, a 

research conducted by the Pew Research Center shows that Pakistanis are more 

optimistic about the future as compared to the past. 

Before the PML-N government assumed office in 2013, Pakistan was facing a severe 

security crisis. International publications were calling Pakistan the world’s most 

dangerous country. To reverse this situation, the government took substantial kinetic 

measures. With the full support of the civilian government, the Pakistan Army 

successfully executed military operations against terrorists. The incidence of terrorism has 

been reduced by 75 percent since 2012. Karachi, the financial hub of Pakistan, was facing a 

severe law and order crisis prior to 2013. Today, Karachi is back to normal due to 

successful security operations. That is why publications like Newsweek are now running 

stories about Pakistan’s economic successes. The country’s sports stadiums became 

deserted after an attack on the Sri Lankan team in 2009. Today, international sport events 

are taking place in Pakistan. International footballers like Ronaldinho are mesmerizing 

fans in Pakistan and PSL matches are being played in Lahore and Karachi. International 

publications are reporting on such signs of optimism. Similarly, domestic tourism has 

increased over the last couple of years. This shows that not only has the security situation 

improved, but the purchasing power has also increased. 

In 2013, Pakistan was facing power outages of up to 20 hours. In the last four years, more 

electricity has been added to the national grid than what was added over the last 20 years 

combined. This government materialised CPEC from a mere MoU to a successful project 

on the ground. The Financial Times has noted this in the following words: China takes 

‘project of the century’ to Pakistan. CPEC is set to positively transform infrastructure and 

the economic landscape of Pakistan by improving connectivity and economic activity 

within Pakistan. The steel, cement and construction industries are already witnessing 

expansion. On the democratic front, despite our chequered history and numerous 

contemporary challenges, Pakistan is set to make history by having two consecutive 
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peaceful transitions of power from one elected civilian government to another. In 

postcolonial states, democracy needs to evolve in an organic way. As long as this is 

ensured, Pakistan’s democratic transition will continue to yield positive results for the 

nation. While being cognizant of challenges, the objective material conditions of the 

country reflect that ‘Pakistan is rising’. All of us celebrated Pakistan Day. But its real 

significance is that in a short span of seven years we were able to make a difference 

despite severe resource constraints. And with a positive mind, we can put Pakistan among 

the top 25 economies of the world in the next seven years. 

Therefore, I invite all stakeholders of the country, especially our media, to join hands in 

the ‘Rising Pakistan’ campaign. This is an age of branding and soft power. When it comes 

to branding our country, all of us have to set aside our differences and project the ‘Rising 

Pakistan’ brand as a nation. 

Maritime: a growth catalyst 

Pakistan has exhibited a remarkable economic performance over the past three years. 

Domestic and international credit-ranking agencies along with multilateral financial 

organisations have acknowledged that the country’s economic performance can be 

attributed to CPEC. 

The removal of critical bottlenecks that hamper economic development promises hope 

and a growth-induced future for industrial development and a wide range of sectors. 

Notwithstanding an annual growth rate above five percent, sustainable economic growth 

demands an all-inclusive and holistic development. Strong inter-linkages between all 

sectors – particularly in the education, health, energy, industry and agriculture sectors – 

are imperative to guarantee a sustained and sound economic performance. 

In the wake of CPEC, another sector that merits considerable attention and policy 

guidance is the maritime sector. With the development of the Gwadar deep-sea port, 

CPEC is as much about developing and securing sea routes as it is about building roads 

for enhanced connectivity. 

Unfortunately, the maritime sector has not reached its true potential. It is about time that 

the maritime sector should be developed at a fast pace under the pillars of CPEC LTP. The 

rejuvenation of Pakistan’s maritime sector is the need of the hour as we enter the post-

CPEC initiation era, with economic, trade and technological progression coming our way. 
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Understanding these new trends in the wake of geo-politics in the Indian Ocean is 

absolutely necessary to improve the performance and efficiency of the existing slow-paced 

maritime sector. This will provide a backdrop for a long-term value-addition strategy. The 

completion of the first phase of the Gwadar Port; the regular shipping service by the 

China Ocean Shipping Company (Cosco) from Gwadar; and the decision to develop Keti 

Bandar Port in Sindh under CPEC, heralds a new beginning for our stagnant maritime 

sector. 

On the Chinese front, state-owned companies, such as Cosco and China Merchants 

Group, are establishing a vast network along the Maritime Silk Route. This is embedded 

in the futuristic vision of President Xi Jinping that is aimed at building maritime 

cooperation under the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Under this project, China seeks to 

uphold the existing international maritime order with openness, cooperation and 

inclusive development to improve the investment environment and achieve market-based 

operations and multi-stakeholder participation in the maritime sector. 

The vision actively promotes the development of a blue economy that rests on green 

development, ocean-based prosperity, maritime security, innovative growth, and 

collaborative governance. 

Pakistan must follow this trend if it wants to develop a strong maritime sector. Through 

such initiatives, China is constructing global gateways with the purpose of increasing 

interconnectivity and boosting trade along the Maritime Silk Route and beyond. Such 

gateways lead to increased development and transformation for the economy, including 

the maritime sector. However, we need to capitalise on opportunities like this in order to 

maximise our benefit when it comes to developing the maritime sector. Pakistan’s 

maritime sector can look forward to CPEC and BRI as a catalyst for growth in both the 

short and long term. 

In order to develop the maritime sector on a strong footing, we must primarily develop 

human resources. If we don’t have people with the requisite skills, it will become difficult 

for us to develop new solutions within the maritime sector to take advantage of the 

opportunity that CPEC offers. This can be achieved if the Higher Education Commission 

(HEC) establishes a consortium of institutes that specialise in maritime operations and 

development. Pakistani institutes such as Bahria University; Lasbela University; the 

Pakistan Navy Engineering College at NUST; Marine Academy; and the Pakistan Naval 
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Academy should lead the initiative of establishing collaborative programmes and 

workshops with Chinese counterparts such as the Shanghai Maritime University and the 

Dalian Maritime University. 

These initiatives should also be jointly started with other internationally renowned 

institutes such as the Maritime Training; the Academy and International Maritime 

Institute in South Africa; the World Maritime University in Sweden; and the Antwerp 

Maritime Academy in Belgium. This will swiftly help achieve the objective of transferring 

knowledge and skills within the maritime sector. Similarly, more vocational institutes like 

the one in Gwadar should be developed along the Pakistani coastline in order to produce 

trained and qualified human resources that the maritime industry requires. 

Once such collaborations are underway and bear fruit, we can further move towards 

building new maritime institutes that specialise in specific sub-fields such as maritime 

law; energy management; logistics; port management; safety; and environmental 

sustainability. Special attention also needs to be given to technology innovations and 

communication strategies. This will improve the efficiency of maritime operations. The 

development of the maritime sector will also help boost socioeconomic benefits for 

Pakistan by creating employment opportunities. Pakistan’s maritime sector has the 

potential to create between 500,000 and 1,000,000 jobs, if it is comprehensively developed 

and made operational at optimum capacity. 

Similarly, tangible steps need to be taken to improve shipping facilities as well as 

maritime tourism. The Pakistan National Shipping Corporation, our lone shipping carrier, 

requires modernisation that is at par with international standards. In maritime tourism, 

Pakistan may initiate luxury ferry services that go from Karachi to Gwadar, Chabahar and 

Muscat. This will boost tourism along the coastal belt and offer Pakistanis as well as 

foreign tourists an opportunity to explore the vibrancy of our picturesque islands off the 

coast. 

From a geopolitical standpoint, access to the world’s oceans is a significant advantage that 

is not so generously bestowed upon every country. Pakistan is blessed to have a vast 

coastline that includes deep-sea waters for ports. Major economic centers and production 

hubs across the world are located near the coasts. Sparsely populated and undeveloped 

coastlines between Port Qasim and Gwadar are a huge opportunity for us to plan the right 

strategy for a blue economy in order to ensure the sustainability of the maritime sector. 
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There is a need for new opportunities and a successful business environment for the 

transformation and sustainability of the maritime sector. The development of the sector 

requires strong political and professional will and the wisdom of all associated 

organisations, departments and personnel. 

The government and the Pakistan Navy should develop a comprehensive blueprints and 

policy guidance documents in alignment with CPEC’s long-term plan. The development 

of the maritime sector is not an overnight task. However, if it is pursued in a timely 

manner and handled with consistency, it can help Pakistan become a strong maritime 

nation. 

Letting go of external debt 

Any economy can go awry if unfounded and speculative assertions are made regarding 

economic indicators. Where a rise in public debt is claimed as an indicator of economic 

debilitation, it has, at the same time, also proved as a stimulating force activating sluggish 

economies that have recently attained high growth rates – notably Southeast Asian 

economies. 

Pakistan’s highest external debt, of around $80 billion, and debt-to-GDP ratio, of around 

60 percent, have not only initiated a discussion on economic uncertainty, but have also 

increased the level of anxiety among the country’s distraught population. 

The gross public debt along with its other derived metrics, including debt-to-GDP ratio 

and debt per capita, may not necessarily completely explain the economic condition of a 

country. For instance, Japan and Libya are countries with the highest and the lowest debt-

to-GDP ratio – 219.3 percent and 7.4 percent respectively. Does this mean that Japan’s 

economy is more vulnerable than Libya’s? The answer is not that simple if considered 

without taking into account other factors; including the nature of debt (domestic or 

external), existing physical capital stock, social infrastructure, tax base, position of 

external payments, and most importantly, the GDP growth rate. It is these factors that 

explain the ability of an economy to repay in the future. In the case of Japan, all 

aforementioned factors support its economy, contrary to Libya’s. According to the CIA 

Fact Book (2017), the most developed countries including the US, EU, UK, France, 

Germany and Japan fall among the top 10 externally indebted economies. 

Nowadays, economic developments in Indonesia and South Korea are compared with 

Pakistan’s weak economic conditions – characterised by the lowest levels of local and 
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foreign investment in the wake of terrorism, negative or low GDP growth rates, poor 

physical and social infrastructure, dwindling exports due to energy crisis, and last but not 

the least, a decade of political chaos. South Korea, Indonesia and Pakistan are ranked 31st, 

33rd and 58th respectively, according to their external debt. On the other hand, South 

Korea and Indonesia also rank 11th and 16th as per their higher GDP values of around 

$1.411 trillion and $932.45 billion respectively. This reflects the ability of Indonesia and 

South Korea to repay – contrary to Pakistan, which ranks 43rd with a GDP of around $300 

billion. 

If we look at South Korea’s economic history, it is evident that its government, deficient in 

local financial and natural resources, only encouraged foreign borrowings to accentuate 

its exports and never welcomed Foreign Direct Investment to avoid foreign economic 

dependency. Similarly, the Indonesian economy experienced industrialisation in the 1960s 

and its external debt played a pivotal role in achieving high levels of industrial growth. 

What has been the role of external debt in South Korea’s economic development? 

Amesden (1989) concluded that from 1962 to 1982 Korean public-sector expenditure 

usually remained higher than local borrowing, and the external debt became a critical 

problem for its economy. The only positive factor was that the Korean government did 

not spend on short-term consumption but on long-term investments in various 

infrastructural projects, including electricity, gas, railroads, highway, irrigation and a 

subway system, across the country – from Seoul to Busan., 

Though Korea’s economic growth was regularly disturbed by internal and external shocks 

– oil crises, global depression and intensified internal competition – from 1962 to 1982, it 

kept up its impressive GDP growth rate by ensuring a conducive environment for export 

related industries. Korea and Indonesia’s experience of external debt concludes that 

borrowing externally is not harmful to the economy if it is invested keeping in mind 

future returns. 

However, an advantage that the government of Pakistan earned in the last four years is 

that it made public investments worth over $70 billion in transport, roads and 

infrastructure and energy sectors. Besides this, a number of complementing initiatives 

pertaining to technical education and training of unskilled labor were also undertaken. 

All of this may buttress a comprehensive export-oriented growth strategy in the coming 

years. Pakistan’s strength lies in its strong advantage in the agriculture sector, skilled and 
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cheap labour, developed business diaspora, improved physical and social infrastructure, 

low investment cost and a well-established financial market. The need of the time is to 

address the weaknesses, which include concentration of resources, low value added 

goods, labour-intensive production techniques, high cost of business, limited export 

destinations and absence of a long-term export strategy for the last two decades. 

Only an export-oriented growth strategy will help Pakistan widen its industrial base, 

improve employment opportunities, enhance tax base and ensure fiscal balance. 

Therefore, sound fiscal conditions may enable the public-sector to strengthen social 

infrastructure through development of health, secondary and higher education, and 

improve amenities without foreign dependency. 

Regardless of what political ideology a country follows, it is only the continuity of a 

democratic system that can ensure the implementation of long-term policies – because it 

delivers effectively under the process of ‘creative destruction’. Democracy is always 

considered advantageous, in contrast to autocratic rule, as it can develop room for better 

economic ties and attain the trust of other economies to explore more options. 

Instead of adopting a retributive approach, all political stakeholders in our country need 

to reach a consensus and orchestrate a common national agenda with respect to a long-

term export policy. This would guarantee avoiding external debt in the future by putting 

the economy on the track of exponential growth.  
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Forecast for the next month 

Political Activity Forecast: 

In March 2018, the political situation got charged up by every day passing as 2018 is the 

general election year and political parties are racing for campaigns across the country. In 

the meanwhile, PML-N and PPP won big in Punjab and Sindh respectively in the Senate 

elections, while MQM-P suffered setback as majority of their lawmakers either voted for 

PPP or stayed away from the voting. Results were coming in after the polling for the 

Senate elections concluded at all the four provincial assemblies and the National 

Assembly to elect 52 senators for the six-year term from 133 candidates contesting in the 

electoral arena. There were reports of horse-trading and defections in election of senators 

from Baluchistan, Sindh and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. 

However, the political parties conducted mass processions and showed their political 

power to win hearts and minds of the masses. As, PMLN was all over the print and 

electronic media with their political show ups, the former Prime Minister Nawas Sharief 

and his daughter Maryam Nawaz were conducting processions all across Pakistan. 

Although, there were two humiliating incidents happened in March that resonates all 

over the social media. One was the act of throwing black ink on the foreign minister 

Khawaja Asif in Sialkot while he was addressing the public, and the other similar kind of 

incident happened with Nawas Sharief when he was about to start his speech in Jamia 

Naimia Karachi, and a person throw his shoe at him. These two incidents during March 

heavily tarnished the image of PMLN as both were motivated to take revenge of 

infringement of Khatam e Nabowat clause.  

Although The trend of shoe hurling continued as an unidentified man threw shoe at 

senior Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) leader Aleem Khan, standing next to party 

Chairman Imran Khan on a makeshift stage in Gujrat. Later, the attacker was taken into 

custody. 
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Internal Security Forecast: 

During March 2018, Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan, Yao Jing called on General Zubair 

Mahmood Hayat, Chairman JCS Committee at Joint Staff Headquarters, Rawalpindi. 

According to Inter Services Public Relations, matters related to changing geostrategic 

environment and further strengthening of security & defense cooperation were discussed 

during the meeting. Both sides reaffirmed the resolve for furtherance of deeper strategic 

ties. The Ambassador applauded the professionalism of Pakistan Armed Forces and 

acknowledged sacrifices made by Pakistan in war against terrorism. 

However, The Chief of Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa laid the foundation 

stone of UAE and Swiss government-supported desalination plant in Gwadar. According 

to the Army's media wing, Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR), the project would fulfill 

long awaited demand of the locals, providing 4.4 million gallons water per day with 

capacity to increase to 8.8 million gallons per day.  

In addition to that, Pakistan sent its troops to ally Saudi Arabia on a “training and advice 

mission”, the military said, three years after it decided against sending soldiers to join the 

Saudi-led military intervention in Yemen. The exact role the troops will play was unclear, 

but a statement from the army’s press wing stressed they “will not be employed outside” 

the kingdom. Pakistan’s retired army chief, General Raheel Sharif, commands the new 

Saudi-led Islamic military alliance to fight terrorism, though it was not immediately clear 

whether the new troops would participate in that coalition. Saudi Arabia had asked 

Pakistan to provide ships, aircraft and troops for the Yemen campaign to stem the 

influence of Iran in what appears to be proxy war between the Gulf’s two dominant 

powers. 

Further, The Pak Army shot down Indian spy drone for violating Pakistan’s air space 

along the Line of Control, Inter Services Public Relations said. According to ISPR, the 

media wing of the military, the Pakistan Army shot down Indian spy drone in Chirikot 

sector of LoC. It was the fourth drone Pak Army has shot down in the past one year for 

violating Pakistani space. Pakistan Army troops have taken the debris of the Indian spy 

drone in custody, the ISPR said. 

Moreover, Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi, was on an official 

visit to Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA). During the visit, the Naval Chief called on 

Western Fleet Commander of Royal Saudi Naval Forces, Rear Admiral Hamed Bakheet Al 
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Johani and also visited RSNF Ship and establishments. During the meeting with Western 

Fleet Commander of Royal Saudi Naval Forces, matters of mutual interest and bilateral 

naval collaboration were dilated upon. Rear Admiral Hamed Bakheet Al Johani 

acknowledged the significance of close and strong bilateral naval association in diverse 

realms between Pakistan Navy and Royal Saudi Naval Forces. 

Lastly, National Security Adviser Nasser Januja was called on Afghanistan's Chief 

Executive Abdullah Abdullah during his one-day visit to Kabul. He under took the visit on 

the invitation from his Afghan counterpart Haneef Atmar. According to details of the 

meeting posted on Dr Abdullah's official Twitter account, Nasser Janjua and the Afghan 

Chief Executive discussed "inter-state dialogues for improvement of relations between the 

2 countries, support for the Afghan Peace Process and the timely & new peace offer that 

Taliban should utilize".  

Law & Order Forecast:  

The crime rate is expected to remain high, as there has been no significant improvement 

in policing and the judicial system. Security personnel will be more engaged in counter 

militancy measures; as a result everyday street criminals loom freely. Poverty, 

unemployment and domestic violence are likely to continue contributing to high crime 

rate. 

General Risk: Forecast 

General risk will continue to remain of high concern, as road accidents will continue to 

grow exponentially and no suitable mitigation strategies are adopted for the cause. 

Moreover, accidents of a general nature will also remain unpredictable as naturally they 

are. However as the monsoon season comes to an end, the risk emanating from extreme 

weather conditions is expected to drop exponentially. The threat of dengue outbreak will 

continue to loom large as the weather conditions will be favorable for dengue to thrive.    
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Annex A 

“Grey list” 

The possibility of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) putting Pakistan in the grey list 

in June this year has increased, making it abundantly clear that Islamabad needs to take 

corrective measures to combat terror financing. 

Confusion about the FATF decision in Paris to watch Pakistan as a terror financier has 

come at a time when the country is heading towards political transition. In the past, 

Pakistan’s economic managers claimed that they graduated from the grey list by putting 

in place the required legislative reforms on the front of Anti-Money Laundering (AML) 

laws. The laws were put in place with the approval of the parliament. However, what is 

being forgotten at this stage is that those steps were taken when Pakistan was not in the 

limelight on the global horizon. 

The situation is different now, and various developments occurring at the geopolitical 

level in this part of the world have turned the country into a focal point. This state of 

affairs has perturbed many of the country’s foes, thus further increasing the pressure on 

Islamabad to devise a strategy that can steer Pakistan out of this difficult situation. 

Earlier, Donald Trump was not the President of the United States of America when 

Pakistan graduated from the grey list of FATF in 2015, and the China-Pakistan Economic 

Corridor (CPEC) was not running at an accelerated pace. 

Now, Islamabad has no option but to align itself with the changing new realities at the 

global and regional fronts and tackle the complex situation accordingly. Fine tuning the 

strategy to be presented before the 37 FATF members in the coming meeting in three 

months is the first step. Satisfying the members with the strategy is another. Dillydallying 

will not work anymore and the managers must pull their act together. 

The FATF Plenary and Working Group held its meet from February 18 to 23 in Paris and it 

was simply shocking for Pakistani negotiators when US and its western allies passed a 

resolution for inclusion of Islamabad into the grey list during the second round of parleys. 

This happened despite striking an agreement during the first round by showing 

satisfaction about the steps taken by Pakistan for combating terror financing. 
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In the first parlays, after hectic deliberations, an agreement was reached between 

Islamabad and the FATF member countries that Pakistan will be given three more months 

for compliance on the allegations of terror financing and money laundering for which 

countries like China and Turkey had played key role. 

It was decided that if Pakistan does not do the requisite, it may have to stand in the list of 

countries with links to terrorist outfits with a lot of bad consequences. 

With this agreement, there was a sigh of relief in the Pakistani camp because the co-chair 

of the first round of talks belonging to one western country had assured Islamabad’s 

delegation that they had obtained three months relaxation for tabling fresh compliance 

report and nothing more would be done at the FATF forum. 

After getting this assurance, Pakistani delegation reported back to Islamabad following 

which Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif tweeted about the success of the country at FATF. 

Even the Advisor to Prime Minister on Finance Miftah Ismail took his return flight with 

satisfaction that everything was going smooth. 

However, when he landed in Dubai he was informed by the Pakistani delegation at FATF 

that things had turned out against the country during the final day of the meeting when 

the US tabled a resolution and it was passed, posing a threat for inclusion into the grey 

list. 

According to the details, seven countries, led by the US and its main allies pitched a 

resolution in the second round of FATF meeting to put Pakistan in the watch list, while 

the other countries kept mum. As per the resolution passed in the second round, Pakistan 

“will” be slipped into the grey list in June. 

Though Pakistan will have to further fine tune its report on money laundering and terror 

financing for appraising the world about the steps taken by Islamabad to curb this 

menace during the next three-month period, falling into the grey list “seems 

unavoidable”. 

Negotiators, who participated in the FATF meetings on behalf of Islamabad, are simply 

clueless as to how representatives of the western countries backtracked from their 

commitment struck in the first round of talks. 
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It is evident that the threat can jeopardise progress on some fronts, which was made after 

putting in a lot of efforts to get out of the grey list in 2015. Military establishment and the 

civilian leadership have to come on one page and evolve a consensus on taking action 

against terror organisations against which the United Nations passed resolution 1267. 

Pakistan remained in the grey list from 2012 to 2015. It was the period when the country 

struck the International Monetary Fund (IMF) programme, launched international bonds 

and obtained loans from the World Bank and Asian Development Bank (ADB). Therefore, 

officials claimed that it would not affect their efforts for undertaking usual business with 

other lenders and agencies. 

This laid back attitude, and not taking corrective steps in the months ahead of the FATF 

meeting, as well as the premature statement from the Pakistani side has damaged the 

country’s stance, pushing Islamabad on the verge of slipping into the grey list again, 

which should have been avoided with the support of other friendly countries. 

For damage control and to avoid the FATF grey list, Islamabad would have to further 

muster support among the 37-member countries of the task force. The managers would 

also have to keep it in mind that the next general elections are around the corner and the 

country is also in deep financial straits, especially on the external front. 

With this turmoil on the economic front, and the increasing tension between the 

judiciary and the ruling party, Pakistan’s difficulties at the external front are increasing. 

There is no time left now for running the country without evolving a consensus on key 

internal and external issues. 

The challenge is enormous and time short. There is need to proceed ahead for the sake of 

saving Pakistan instead of plunging into the trap of isolation at this critical juncture of 

history. 
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Annex B 

Foreign Relations 
Insight: Pakistan US Relations: 

Currently, Pakistan-US relations are at their lowest ever over 

the past 70 years. The most obvious reason for this is the 

divergence between the two sides over the Afghan endgame. 

But the underlying reason is the global systemic transformation marked by the efforts of a 

declining US to contain the emergence of a rising China as a strategic competitor. By 

aligning India as a partner against China, the US has magnified the existential threat from 

India that confronts Pakistan while undermining Pakistan’s relations with the US itself. 

Acting Assistant Secretary of State for South and Central Asian Affairs Ambassador Alice 

G. Wells called on the Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua Thursday at the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs. This is Ambassador Walls’s second visit to Pakistan this year aimed at 

continuing the conversation to strengthen bilateral relations and promote peace and 

security in the region. 

During the meeting, the two sides reviewed bilateral relations and discussed regional 

issues particularly Afghanistan. 

Both sides agreed that the momentum of the peace initiative unveiled in Kabul by 

President Ashraf Ghani and followed up in Tashkent needs to be carried forward. 

Mechanisms for return of refugees and strengthening border management were also 

discussed. 

Both sides also reiterated their firm commitments to act against all groups that target 

Pakistan and Afghanistan. 

Foreign Secretary also appraised the visiting delegation of the continued ceasefire 

violations by India that undermined stability of the region. Pakistan's position that a 

comprehensive dialogue was the only way forward for civilized nations to resolve 

outstanding issues was reiterated. Noting that the US and Pakistan had a long track 

record of cooperation, Ambassador Wells emphasized the importance of working 

together to achieve the common objectives of peace and stability in Afghanistan and the 

region. 
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Insight: Pakistan-China Relations 

China, a UN veto power and the Asian giant in 

aspects, has been making all out efforts to 

become a super power. That is the reason why the 

US policy of Asia pivot targeting China (and 

Russia) did not make any real impact.   

China–Pakistan relations began in 1950 when Pakistan was among the first countries to 

end official diplomatic relations with the Republic of China on Taiwan and recognize the 

PRC- the communist China. Since then, both countries have placed considerable 

importance on the maintenance of an extremely close and supportive relationship and 

the two countries have regularly exchanged high-level visits resulting in a variety of 

agreements. Sino-Pakistan relations, since the early 1950s, have been consistent, multi-

faceted and span strategic defence, political, economic and diplomatic ties. China 

considers Pakistan useful in countering India, values its geostrategic position and 

considers it an important ally in the Muslim world. Bilateral relations have evolved from 

an initial Chinese policy of neutrality to a partnership with a smaller but militarily 

powerful Pakistan. Diplomatic relations established in 1950 further grew as the Chinese 

military assistance began in 1966, a strategic alliance was formed in 1972 and economic 

co-operation began in 1979. China has provided economic, military and technical 

assistance to Pakistan and each considers the other a close strategic ally. 

China and Pakistan share an all-weather partnership and the defence and military 

cooperation between the two countries would help maintain regional and international 

peace and security, Col Ren Guoqiang, spokesperson of the Chinese ministry of national 

defence said on Thursday. 

“China and Pakistan share an all-weather partnership. We have maintained a very high 

level of defence and military exchange and cooperation,” he said while responding to a 

question during his monthly briefing held here. 

The spokesperson expressed the confidence that China-Pakistan military exchange and 

cooperation will help facilitate state-to-state cooperation between the two countries. 
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Ren Guoqiang said this exchange and cooperation will also maintain regional and 

international peace and stability. Regarding military exchanges and joint exercises 

between the two countries in future, he said both the countries have been discussing it. 

Earlier this month, Hong Kong-based newspaper reported that Pakistan has acquired a 

powerful tracking system that could speed up the military’s development of multi-

warhead missiles. The report stated that the tracking system could allow Islamabad to 

speed up development of missile that can target multiple cities or military sites. 

Last year, China and Pakistan air forces conducted a joint training exercise “Shaheen VI” 

in September in China followed by a joint naval exercise between the navies of the two 

countries in December. 

 Insight: Pakistan India Relations 

Pakistan-India relations took a new nose dive when at the 

UN, India and Pakistan engaged in a war of words ignited 

by the latter's Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi. In 

his maiden address to the UN General Assembly on 

Thursday, Abbasi accused India of indulging in terror 

activities against his country and warned of a "matching response" if it "ventures across 

the LoC (Line of Control)" or acts upon its doctrine of limited war against Pakistan.  

In a strongly-worded counter to Pakistan Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi's 

statement in the United Nations General Assembly, India said that Pakistan has become 

'synonymous with terror' and said that the world 'does not need lessons on democracy 

and human rights' from it. Pakistan is now Terroristan," said the Indian statement made 

in its right of reply to the UN on Thursday. The statement was made by Eenam Gambir, 

India's First Secretary to the United Nations. 

Pakistan's Permanent Representative to the United Nations Maleeha Lodhi in her 

response to the allegations of terrorism leveled against Pakistan by India's External Affairs 

Minister Sushma Swaraj said that India is the mother of terrorism in South Asia and is 

using terrorism as a state policy 

Meanwhile India continues its efforts to destabilize Pakistan’s western border and has 

beefed up its support to cross border infiltration across Durand line. Pakistan is a direct 

victim of Indian “state-sponsored terrorism” and captured Indian spy Kulbhushan 
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Jadhav’s confessions are undeniable proof that Indian activities are aimed at internally 

destabilizing Pakistan through terror and destruction. In a recent press conference DG 

ISPR Maj. Gen Asif Ghafoor unveiled RAW NDS nexus to provoke sectarian violence 

between Shia and Sunni Muslims. Responding to India’s absurd behavior Pakistan’s newly 

appointed Foreign Minister Khwaja Asif reaffirmed that Pakistan wants to build good 

neighborly relations with India as Pakistan is a peace-loving country and wants cordial 

relations with regional countries on equal basis. Pakistan's overtures should not be 

construed as weakness. Pakistan is fully capable to defend its geographical boundaries; 

any misadventure would eventually create unrest in the region. 

Insight: Pakistan Iran Relations 

Pakistan and Iran have very strong historical relations. 

The bilateral relations between the two countries are 

anchored with very strong foundations, being immediate 

neighbors both the states have deep religious, ethnic, 

cultural and linguistic bonds. Since the start of the global 

war on terror by the US and coalition forces in Afghanistan in 2001, India has been 

struggling to propagate that Pakistan was the epicenter of terrorism in the region. India 

has been doing that with two main objectives; one, to alienate the US and European 

major powers against Pakistan, anticipating that ultimately Pakistan will be penalized by 

the US in ways to undermine its nuclear capability to give a clear edge to India in South 

Asia; second, by trying to equate the indigenous freedom struggle of the Kashmiris’ as 

terrorism, India wanted that the western countries should not support the resolution of 

the Kashmir dispute. However, to India’s disappointment, while Pakistan became a part 

of the coalition to fight the war on terror, the US and other western powers also 

witnessed that Pakistan’s role in the fighting was against terror, was of central value and 

therefore they did not buy India’s false propaganda against Pakistan. 

Nevertheless, after becoming a strategic partner of the US and having been declared by 

the US as a lynchpin of its Asia pivot policy, aimed at containing rising China, India was 

feeling much elevated and privileged. In this backdrop, in the changed post withdrawal 

scenario (from Afghanistan), India was further encouraged to note that the US was 

tending to favor her over Pakistan in South Asia and its support for the Kashmir issue was 

looking to be eroding. In 2015, to India’s utter surprise, Pakistan-China signed an 
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agreement to construct the CPEC and Gwadar Port planned to connect China and 

Pakistan with other regional and extra-regional countries and vice versa. India was 

extremely dismayed to learn that the CPEC project involving Chinese investment of 

billions in Pakistan, was going to be a game-changer for transforming Pakistan’s economy 

in a major way. 

Because of huge projected economic benefits of CPEC to Pakistan and its very deeply 

evolving strategic partnership with China, India has become much frustrated and it has 

started a propaganda campaign opposing the CPEC and diplomatically isolating Pakistan. 

This is being done to deny CPEC's economic and strategic advantages to Pakistan and 

China, instead of choosing to join this mega project to reap related economic benefits for 

its people and to create peaceful and friendly environment in South Asia by resolving 

disputes with Pakistan through negotiations. 

India’s objective to develop the strategically-located Chabahar Port, along with 

Afghanistan road and rail network, is meant to counter China and Pakistan’s alliance in 

South West Asia. India is to invest millions on development of the Chabahar port, but the 

bigger questions of feasibility of logistical linkages still remain unanswered. However, the 

question is whether India would gain much from the Chabahar port and whether its 

efforts to bypass Gwadar would pay dividends? In fact, the cost and freight of the 

shipments from India to Iran, Afghanistan and Central Asian states would be prohibitive. 

Thus, ultimately cost effectiveness will decide about the success of the ports, as distance 

from Mumbai to Chabahar is 930 nautical miles (1,800 kilometers), and from Chabahar to 

Kabul is 1,851 kilometer, whereas distance from Gwadar to Kabul is 450 kilometers. 

If India thinks that the US will continue to provide it all the required strategic military 

support to make it a major world power and prefers it over Pakistan in South Asia even if 

it refuses to cooperate with the US in its Asia pivot strategy to limit Chinese and Russian 

influence in Asia, it cannot happen that way. Even if India continues to pursue its 

independent foreign policy, as it did by not supporting the US against Russia over the 

Ukraine crisis, in its sanctions against Iran and in the Syrian conflict, the US may or may 

not continue to consider it as its major strategic and defense partner. In the long run, 

such a one-sided game cannot survive. But even if India really becomes a part of the Asia 

pivot policy of the US, for peace in Afghanistan the US will continue to maintain good 

relations with Pakistan as well and India will not be able to isolate Pakistan. This is more 

so when China and Pakistan are now deeply connected through the CPEC project and 
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Russia is aspiring to build good relations with Pakistan to cooperate on Afghanistan. 

Moreover, India has also seen that many countries like Russia, Iran and the UK have 

already expressed their desire to join the CPEC. Hence, since it is not now possible to 

dent the CPEC project and isolate Pakistan, it is more logical for India to resolve its 

outstanding disputes with Pakistan through dialogue and join the CPEC to reap 

connected economic benefits rather than opposing it. 

Insight: Pakistan KSA Relations 

The dynamics of relations that Pakistan has with Saudi 

Arabia reveals that KSA has been a close ally and strong 

strategic relationship. Pakistan’s traditionally warm 

association with KSA that comes with mutual geostrategic 

and economic interests was always perceived as a major 

irritant in Pakistan’s relations with Iran. 

Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, accompanied by Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif, 

Army Chief Qamar Javed Bajwa and ISI DG Naveed Mukhtar, visited Saudi Arabia on 

Monday for a summit of the Islamic Military Alliance to Combat Terrorism, which took 

place at a time when the region is more unstable than ever. Saudi Arabia is in the midst of 

a domestic effort that is ostensibly meant to root out corruption but is being seen by 

some as a way for Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman to neutralize any opposition to 

his rule. Saudi Arabia’s rivalry with Iran continues to throw the region into turmoil, as the 

wars in Yemen and Syria rage and while Qatar remains isolated. Pakistan has a 

particularly difficult position to navigate since it has traditionally close ties to Saudi 

Arabia but also shares a border with Iran. An additional complicating factor is former 

Pakistan army chief Raheel Sharif’s position as head of the IMACT, which could be seen 

by Iran as Pakistan officially endorsing an alliance the Iranians believe has been formed 

specifically to target them. As one of the featured speakers at the conference, Raheel 

Sharif went out of his way to say that the alliance would not target any particular sect or 

country but it will require a lot more than speeches to reassure Iran. 

Pakistan has consistently taken the position that it will only be a part of the alliance if it 

stays non-sectarian. PM Abbasi’s meetings with the royal family were not restricted to the 

IMACT and covered a whole range of topics, from economic development to trade. But it 

is the question of terrorism that loomed large throughout. The IMACT, even though 41 
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countries have joined it, largely exists on paper right now. Raheel Sharif has no troops to 

command and many of the countries who are now part of the alliance would have second 

thoughts if forces were sent in to countries like Yemen and Syria, where Saudi Arabia and 

Iran are on different sides. This is why the final declaration issued after the meeting 

explicitly said that countries will be allowed to opt out of military operations that they do 

not wish to participate in. For Pakistan, though, there is the additional complicating 

factor of Raheel Sharif. He is inextricably linked to the country and any actions he carries 

out as head of the alliance could reflect on us. Now that Abbasi has returned from his 

Saudi trip, his next task will be to convince Iran that any such alliance with Saudi Arabia 

will not affect our ties with Iran. It will be a tricky balancing act to pull off, especially if 

the Middle East wars heat up even more. 
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About Yaldram Security Services 
Yaldram Security Services is a leader in high quality effective security agents (armed and unarmed), innovative 

surveillance, access control systems, and expert consulting/training. Seasoned professionals who are experienced in 

both private sector and government sector security planning and operations are managing Yaldram Security. All of 

our Guards are State licensed, bonded, and highly professional. The company's executive, operational management 

and senior consultants are combat veterans of the Pakistan Army and Special Services Group. 

We, as Pakistani Citizens and former combat veterans - combined with former SSG Personnel fully understand 

the threats and the delicate balance required when implementing hazard mitigation measures in a vibrant open 

society. 

We deliver effective solutions to a wide variety of terrorism-driven security challenges. We go to great lengths to 

guarantee a superior level of professionalism, discretion and confidentiality. The success of Yaldram Security is 

based on forging client relationships, understanding your specific requirements and meeting your needs consistently. 

In your queue, the close personal involvement of our principals in the daily operation of each account, our 

commitment to the highest quality service and our aggressive cost control procedures enable us to provide the best 

value in the industry. 

Our Capabilities 

 Yaldram is capable for: 

• Providing Static Guarding 

• Providing Close Protection-ex SSG personnel 

• Providing  Escort Services 

• Provide Armor Vehicles 

• Conversion of soft skin vehicle into armored 

• Training our security personnel in own school with a dedicated firing range 

• Conducting specialized training in Evasive Defensive Driving Courses and Close Protection  

• Conducting Risk Assessment and Mitigation 

• Security Analysis and compiling updates 
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